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ABSTRACT
Recombinant DNA technology mediated by restriction enzymes and ligases allows in vitro
manipulation of a DNA segment isolated from the genome. Short overhangs generated by
restriction enzymes facilitate efficient pasting together a DNA sequence and a vector. We adopted
this recombinant DNA strategy to develop an in vivo recombinant-genome genome editing
approach. Using the programmable endonuclease Cas9 or Cas12a as a restriction enzyme, we
devised an in situ cut-and-paste (iCAP) genome editing method that was tested in both mouse
germline and human cell line platforms. Mouse gene loci Slc35f2 and Slc35f6 were each edited
with in-frame insertion of a large APEX2-Cre cassette and concurrent FRT3 insertion at a second
location providing proof of principle for the iCAP method. Further, a de nova single nucleotide
mutation associated with MED13L syndrome was efficiently corrected in patient cells. Altogether,
the iCAP method provides a single genome editing platform with flexibility and multiutility
enabling versatile and precise sequence alterations, such as insertion, substitution, and deletion, at
single or multiple locations within a genomic segment in mammalian genomes.

INTRODUCTION
Powered by restriction endonucleases, recombinant DNA technologies allow a segment of
DNA to be isolated from genomes and then recombined with a vector in vitro (Meselson and Yuan,
1968; Cohen et al.,1973). In contrast, it has been more difficult to recombine a segment of in vitro
restructured DNA back to its original location in a genome, particularly in a mammalian genome.
For decades, the only effective approach to introduce in vitro reconstructed DNA back into its
native location in a mammalian genome is gene-targeting by homologous recombination in mouse
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embryonic stem cells (mESC) (Thomas and Capecchi, 1987). Generating gene-targeted mESC and
animals is a lengthy process involving specialized technical skills and often requires core facility
services.
Discovery and application of the CRISPR/Cas9 system (Jinek et al., 2012; Cong et al.,
2013) revolutionized targeted DNA editing in mammalian genomes as the system is applicable to
virtually all cell types including zygotes. Although highly efficient in targeted gene disruption
(knockout) due to aberrant double strand break (DSB) repair, it is still a challenge to precisely alter
the DNA sequence at targeted gene loci using orthodox CRISPR/Cas system (Doudna, 2020). New
methodologies reported to improve targeted genome editing using CRISPR/Cas9 (Yamamoto and
Gerbi, 2018; Pawelczak et al., 2018) generally fall into two categories. The first kind requires DSB
induction by CRISPR/Cas9 to initiate homology-directed DNA repair (HDR) when a DNA
replacement template (dRT) is available (Cong et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013). The other class
uses engineered Cas variants, such as Cas9 (D10A) nickase, dCas base editors, Cas9 (D10A)
nickase-reverse transcriptase, or CRISPR-associated transposases (Ran et al., 2013; Mali et al.,
2013; Kim et al., 2017; Gaudelli et al., 2017; Anzalone et al., 2019; Strecker et al., 2019; Klompe
et al., 2019), and does not induce DSB. Each of the improved methods has limitations such as a
single utility as base editors, limited sequence size for targeted insertion using DNA donors
composed of short or long single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotides (ssODNs or lssODNs) (Cong et
al., 2013; Li et al., 2017; Miura et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2013; Yoshimi et al.,
2016), or requirements of unique endogenous genomic sequence structures (Iyer et al., 2019;
Yokouchi et al., 2020).
As more single-utility improved methods are added to the genome editing toolbox, we
investigated whether we could develop a single approach with multiutility and flexibility to
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achieve different genome editing schemes with precision by simply using native or enhanced
CRISPR/Cas effectors. Inspired by the simplicity and flexibility of “cutting” and “pasting” DNA
sequences in molecular cloning, we devised an in situ cut-and-paste (iCAP) genome editing
platform mediated by Cas9 or Cas12a (Cpf1). Using this approach, we successfully generated
genome edited mice that carry a large in-frame inserted expression cassette in Slc35 gene loci or
corrected a single nucleotide mutation in MED13L syndrome patient cells, demonstrating its
feasibility as a single genome editing platform enabling a wide array of genome engineering
schemes.

RESULTS
Design of iCAP using Cas9 for mouse genome editing
The mode of iCAP action (Fig. 1a) involves in-nucleus (in situ) simultaneous Cas effector
(as a “restriction enzyme”) cleavage at two gRNA target sites on the genome as well as at two
gRNA target sites on the dRT. Cutting on the genome (as a “vector”) excises an intervening
sequence, a genomic segment referred to as the genomic target segment (GTS). Cleavage at two
gRNA target sites positioned near the two ends of a dRT fragment releases an “insert” that is an
in vitro restructured GTS containing precisely edited sequences and thereby referred to as the
edited isogenic fragment (EIF). Following a successful “cutting” operation, two distant genomic
DSB ends and two EIF’s DNA ends are exposed. The end sequences at the corresponding genomic
and EIF ends are defined by design for facilitating end joining mediated by DNA repair machinery
with no or minimal end modifications (Lieber, 2010; Chang et al., 2017). Joining of the “insert”
with two distant genomic DSB ends results in “paste” of the EIF into the gapped genome.
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To test the feasibility of the iCAP approach, we produced reporter-Cre mice that carry one
of three edited alleles, Slc35f2, Slc35f6, or P2y14 (P2ry14). The modified alleles contain (i) a 48bp FRT3 site inserted in intron 7-8 of Slc35f2, in intron 5-6 of Slc35f6 and in intron 1-2 of P2y14,
and (ii) a 3.7 kbp APEX2-IRES-CRE-WPRE expression cassette placed in-frame immediately 3’
of the codon for the last amino acid in the C-terminus in exon 8 of Slc35f2 and in exon 6 of Slc35f6
(Fig. 1b and S1a-b), respectively, or the similar sized EGFP-IRES-CRE-WPRE expression
cassette inserted in-frame immediately 3’ of the codon for the last amino acid in exon 2 of P2y14
(Fig. S1c and S4a). The in-frame insertion of the expression cassette, that contains stop codons
and hGHpolyA, would eliminate function utilities of the endogenous 3’ non-coding sequences in
the last exons. Such precise gene editing for a mammalian genome remains to be a technical
challenge to accomplish using currently available genome editing methods.
To employ iCAP strategy to edit the alleles as described above, we first identified upstream
(5’) gRNA target sequences in these three introns as the 5’ cleavage site and downstream (3’)
gRNA target sequences near the stop codons as the 3’ cleavage site (Fig. 1b, S1a-c, and S4a).
These gRNA targets were validated for CRISPR/Cas9 induced DSBs to excise the intervening
sequences, GTS, in an in-vitro cleavage assay. We next used the GTS sequences bearing the
genomic gRNA target sites as a portion of isogenic DNA to build EIF-containing dRTs. To prevent
cleavage at the genomic gRNA target sites present on the dRTs, we disrupted these sites by
inserting a FRT3 site into the 5’ gRNA target sequence and the expression cassette into the 3’
gRNA target sequence. As the 3’ gRNA target sequence and PAM site are part of coding DNA for
last 9 amino acids in exon 6 of Slc35f6, we made non-sense mutations to the coding sequence that
is 5’ adjacent to in-frame fused APEX2 expression cassette. This mutated sequence does not
contain the 3’ gRNA target site and PAM, and therefore is not subject to the Cas9 cleavage, which
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otherwise only targets the 3’ gRNA target sequence presented downstream of the expression
cassette in the Slc35f6 dRT (Fig. S1b). We also included 40 bp sequences, which are the
endogenous DNAs 5’ (upstream) adjacent to the 5’ cleavage site and 3’ (downstream) adjacent to
the 3’ cleavage site, to flank the FRT3 upstream and the expression cassette downstream,
respectively, to complete EIF construction (Fig. 1b, S1a-c, and S4a). The 40-bp sequences,
traditionally referred to as mini-homology-arms (Aida et al., 2016), are exposed upon Cas9
cleavages in situ and become DNA end sequences that overlap at the corresponding genomic and
EIF ends. We speculated that the short stretch of identical DNA sequences at the corresponding
genomic and EIF ends provide defined sequence substrates for DNA repair. Upon 5’→3’ end
resection in the initial step of DNA repair, complementary 3’ overhang sequences would be formed
in the overlapping DNA sequences, which thereby serves as overhang substrate sequence (OSS).
The EIF is further flanked by an identical engineered gRNA target site (Aida et al., 2016) when
cloned into a plasmid. Finally, restriction enzyme digestions of the plasmids produce linear dRT
fragments with partial vector backbone sequences included at each end to “mask” OSS for
protection of EIF ends (Fig. 1b, S2 and S4a).
We predicted that the 40-bp overlapping homology sequences as OSS would be adequate
to warrant creations of complementary 3’ overhang sequences in case the ‘end clipping’ (20 bp in
mammalian cells) precedes as the initial phase of end resection (Ceccaldi et al., 2016; Truong et
al., 2013). Annealing of perfectly or partially complementary 3’ overhangs at the corresponding
EIF and genomic ends, followed by either “gap” fill-in DNA synthesis or flap trimming (when
necessary) and ligation, results in “paste” of the EIF to fill in the genomic gap created by excision
of GTS and ultimately incorporation of altered nucleotide compositions at designed locations (Fig.
1a-1b and S4a).
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Introduction of iCAP designed CRISPR/Cas9 components and dRTs into mouse zygotes and
generation of live animals
First, we introduced Cas9 mRNA together with Slc35f2 dRT and cognate sgRNAs into
mouse zygotes by microinjections. To prevent premature dRT cleavage outside of the pronuclei,
we did not use a pre-mixed CRISPR/Cas9 ribonucleoprotein complex (RNP), a commonly used
practice for introducing CRISPR/Cas9 components into zygotes or cells. We previously observed
that RNP cleaves target DNA templates very efficiently at room temperature in vitro (data not
shown). Nine animals were derived from 54 injected zygotes with 5 mice carrying edited Slc35f2
alleles as determined by SURVEYOR nuclease assays (data not shown). Genotyping by PCR
identified one animal (Animal G) among the 5 mice as a potential heterozygote likely carrying the
edited allele designed by iCAP genome editing (Fig. 1c and Table S1).
To evaluate multiplex editing potentials and usage of dRTs at its isogenic genomic
locations, we next introduced Cas9 mRNA together with Slc35f6 and P2y14 dRTs and cognate
sgRNAs into mouse zygotes by co-microinjections. Sixteen animals were derived from 65 injected
zygotes. Among these mice, the edited Slc35f6 alleles are present in 12 mice and the edited P2y14
alleles are in 10 animals, as determined by SURVEYOR nuclease assays (data not shown). PCR
genotyping identified two animals (Animal D and J) and one animal (Animal N) as potential
heterozygotes likely carrying iCAP edited Slc35f6 and P2y14 alleles respectively (Fig. 1d, S4b
and Table S1).

iCAP enables precise insertion of exogenous sequences in two locations at Slc35 Loci
We sequenced the genomic region containing the expected edits to determine if the
insertion in two locations occurred as designed. In Animal G harboring the edited Slc35f2 locus,
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the 5’ end of the EIF was seamlessly pasted to the corresponding genomic end at the 5’ cleavage
site in intron 7-8 with FRT3 site inserted exactly as designed (Schematic and SEQ. I in Fig. 2a).
This observation suggests the complementary 3’ overhangs might have been generated within OSS
at the genomic and EIF ends following Cas9 cleavage and facilitated an error-free end joining at
the 5’ paste site. Downstream from the 5’ paste site, the sequence remains as that of EIF through
to its 3’ end and then transits to an uncut engineered gRNA target site and a section of vector
backbone sequence that were included to flank the 3’ end of EIF in the dRT. This indicates that
cleavage did not occur at the engineered gRNA site in situ. As a result, the OSS at the 3’ end of
the EIF was “masked” by the vector sequence that became the new and undefined end.
Additionally, sequence at the 3’ paste site also shows a section of 15-bp were deleted from the
genomic DSB end at the 3’ cleavage site following Cas9 cleavage. A DNA linker of approximately
2.7 kb was somehow added to bridge the undefined vector sequence retained at the EIF 3’ end and
the genomic end for linkage (Schematic and SEQ. II and III in Fig. 2a).
The linker sequence is composed of a truncated EagI-XmaI vector backbone fragment
which is likely a contaminant unfortunately co-isolated with the dRT fragment from the constructcontaining plasmid (Fig. S2a), and the 5’ portion of a second copy of the dRT. Interestingly,
cleavage failure also occurred at the engineered gRNA target site located near the 5’ end of a
second dRT molecule in the linker despite a successful cut at the same location in the first copy of
the dRT. The observed inconsistency in Cas9 cleavage of the same gRNA target sequence at
different locations was also seen at the exon8-APEX2 fusion junction. At this site, a new PAM
site was unintentionally constituted within the seed sequence of the original 3’ genomic gRNA
target sequence within which the APEX2-IRES-CRE-WPRE cassette was inserted in the dRT (Fig.
S1a). It is likely that the repeating 5’ portion of dRT in the linker is a truncated product of Cas9
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cleavage near the exon8-APEX2 junction of a dRT molecule. However, this cleavage did not occur
at the identical junction sequence in the first copy of the dRT nor was it observed in an in vitro
cleavage assay to test excision of EIF from the dRT fragment. Nevertheless, the joining of two
incompatible DNA ends at the 3’ paste site appears to be facilitated by annealing of two-nucleotide
(AG) microhomologies (SEQ. III in Fig. 2a).
DNA sequences were also determined for the iCAP edited region of Slc35f6 locus in
Animal D, derived from a zygote that received both of Slc35f6 and P2y14 dRTs as a test for dRT
usage and multiplex editing. End-joining at the 5’ paste site was also flawless with FRT3 inserted
in intron 5-6 as designed (Schematic and SEQ. I in Fig. 2b), indicating the likelihood of
complementary 3’ overhangs formation within OSS at the corresponding genomic and EIF ends
following Cas9 cleavage. Toward the 3’ direction from the 5’ paste site, the sequence remains the
same as that of Slc35f6 EIF until the FRT site at the 3’ end of the expression cassette. The sequence
then transits to a fully retained 6-bp NheI restriction site and a 40-bp OSS which was constructed
at the 3’ end of P2y14 EIF. The sequence then continues into the genomic end that lost six
nucleotides from the predicted 3’ cleavage site (Schematic and SEQ. II in Fig. 2b and Fig. S1b).
Sequence structure at the junction of 3’ paste site indicates that OSS at the 3’ end of Slc35f6 EIF
was completely replaced with the 40-bp OSS coming from the 3’ end of P2y14 EIF. The
corresponding genomic and Slc35f6 EIF ends with unmatched OSS at the downstream genomic
cleavage site appear to be linked by annealing of two-nucleotide (AC) microhomology sequence
(SEQ. II in Fig. 2b).
It is possible that OSS at the 3’ end of Slc35f6 EIF was exposed following cleavage and
subsequently deleted as a result of excessive “end clipping”, resulting in a new and undefined end
incompatible to the corresponding genomic end. The available OSS at the 3’ end of the P2y14
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construct may have served as a linker or donor sequence to bridge the incompatible Slc35f6 EIF
and corresponding genomic ends for joining, similar to ssODN bridging (Yoshimi et al, 2016) .
Alternatively, it can be a result of nonallelic gene conversion (Chen et al., 2007; Harpak et al.,
2017) between the two different dRTs as they contain identical expression cassette sequences for
most of their length with variations only at the two distal ends (Fig. S3). DNA sequencing of the
entire iCAP edited region in the Slc35f6 locus revealed the correct 5’ portion of the Slc35f6 EIF
with matching isogenic genomic sequence and APEX2-Cre reporter (Fig. 2b). Therefore, the
presence of the NheI restriction site and OSS that match to the 3’ end section of P2y14 EIF strongly
indicates gene conversion (Fig. S3 and SEQ. II in Fig. 2b). Although the exact pathway for the
OSS exchange at this junction is not known, the unrelated 40-bp sequence does not alter precise
insertion of the expression cassette as designed for Slc35f6 locus. Finally, sequence analysis of the
edited Slc35f6 locus in the second mouse (Animal J) revealed it was a partial knockin with only
the expression cassette inserted via HR at the targeted location. This phenomenon is often
associated with a partial replacement in HR (Becher et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019).

Isogenic dRTs guide DNA donors to corresponding locations and recombine with the genome
in correct orientation
In order to evaluate precise multiplex editing and usage of dRT to replace GTS by iCAP,
we simultaneously co-injected Slc35f6 and P2y14 dRTs with cognate sgRNAs and Cas9 mRNA
into zygotes. Among sixteen mice produced, no single animal harbored both of precisely edited
Slc35f6 and P2y14 alleles although many mice carried multiplex edited alleles with indels at the
genomic gRNA target sites. However, three heterozygous animals were identified to carry targeted
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modifications using DNA donors at either Slc35f6 or P2y14 loci. As described above, Animal D
carrys iCAP edited Slc35f6 allele while Animal J contains edited Slc35f6 locus by partial HR.
PCR genotyping identified Animal N as a candidate bearing the iCAP edited P2y14 allele
(Figure S4b). Sequence analysis for the edited region revealed that the EIF was excised from P2y14
dRT and its 5’ end was joined with the corresponding genomic end with no error (SEQ. I in Figure
S4c). This flawless end-joining junction at upstream genomic cleavage sites (5’ paste site) was
also seen in iCAP edited Slc35f2 and Slc35f6 genes. However, the EIF’s 3’ end with OSS was
bridged and joined to the 3’ DSB end at the upstream (5’) genomic cleavage site rather than at the
downstream (3’) gRNA target site (Figure S4c). The bridge is a 187 bp sequence comprised of a
44 bp vector backbone designed to mask OSS at the 5’ end of P2y14 dRT and a 143 bp sequence
identical to part of the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit I (Cox1) gene. The integration
of P2y14 EIF at a single genomic cleavage site is likely the result of failed cleavage at 3’ genomic
gRNA target site. Although Animal N expresses the in-frame fused gene cassette (data not shown),
we do not count such edited P2y14 as an iCAP edited allele. It is worth to note that none of the 10
mice identified to carry edited P2y14 alleles show edits (indels) at this downstream target site (data
not shown), indicating that the cognate sgRNA failed to target Cas9 cleavage at the site in situ.
Nevertheless, correct usage of dRTs in the right orientation at each edited allele suggests that
isogenic genomic sequence in dRTs helped to guide donor DNA to the right genomic locus when
two different dRTs are present in a nucleus.

iCAP edited Slc35f2 and Slc35f6 alleles are heritable and expressed properly
The primary goal of editing the Slc35 gene loci was to generate an in-frame fusion with an
APEX2-IRES-CRE-WPRE expression cassette. Successful reporter gene construction requires
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both germline transmission and faithful expression of fused genes. To evaluate the heritability of
iCAP edited alleles, heterozygous male founder Animals G and D were bred with wild-type B6
female mice to derive F1 progeny. Genotypic analysis of the offspring identified F1 animals
carrying iCAP edited Slc35f2 or Slc35f6 alleles, confirming germline transmission of the edits.
Gene expression from iCAP edited Slc35 alleles in F1 heterozygotes was also investigated
by RT-PCR in brain and kidney tissues where the endogenous genes are highly expressed. Both
organs exhibit robust mRNA expression from the edited Slc35 alleles (Fig. 3a and 3b) with levels
similar to those transcribed from wild-type alleles. Sequence analysis of the RT-PCR products
revealed proper RNA splicing to remove intron 7-8 in Slc35f2 and intron 5-6 in Slc35f6, indicating
no interference by FRT3 insertions, and correct sequences at in-frame fusion junctions between
the last Slc35 codons and the first APEX2 codon (sequence panels in Fig. 3a and 3b). These results
demonstrate that the iCAP edited alleles and the in-frame inserted APEX2-IRES-CRE-WPRE
expression cassettes are properly expressed in vivo.

Design of iCAP using Cas9 or Cas12a for human genome editing
Our results in mouse genome editing indicate that iCAP is useful for inserting large DNA
cassettes with high fidelity. Next, we wanted to determine the flexibility and efficacy of using
iCAP to alter a single nucleotide. MED13L haploinsufficiency syndrome, a genetic disorder in
children (Asadollahi et al., 2013), is associated with a spectrum of de nova heterozygous loss-offunction variants in MED13L gene (Adegbola et al., 2015; van Haelst et al., 2015; Cafiero et al.,
2015; Asadollahi et al., 2017; Smol et al., 2018). A single thymine duplication at codon 1497 in
exon 20 of MED13L gene with 31 exons was identified as a causative gene variant in a MED13L
syndrome patient, resulting in a S1497F variation (MED13LS1497F) and consequently reading-
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frame shift. Furthermore, DNA sequence annotation of the gene variant revealed a premature
transcription termination in exon 21 causing a deletion of approximately 690 amino acid residues
at the C-terminus of MED13L. We decided to eliminate the single nucleotide mutation in exon 20
through an exon exchange by iCAP genome editing using either CRISPR/Cas9 or CRISPR/Cas12a
system.
Similar to iCAP design for mouse genome editing, we identified gRNA target sequences
for both Cas9 and Cas12a within intronic regions flanking exon 20 (Fig. 4a, 5a and S5a, S6a). We
generated a 561-bp genomic DNA fragment containing wild-type exon 20 (193-bp) and flanking
intronic sequences (219-bp 5’ of exon 20 and 149-bp 3’ of exon 20) containing the gRNA target
sites. We then inserted a puromycin resistant gene expression cassette (Puro) in the 5’ intron with
the insertion site at 25-bp upstream of exon 20. Use of the selection marker eliminates cells
harboring indels at the Cas effector cleavage sites, a predominant editing outcome (Cong et al.,
2013; Zetsche et al., 2015). The selection marker also serves as a unique tag for the iCAP edited
MED13L allele. The Puro-exon20 sequence is the core section of EIF to be built in dRTs (Fig. 4a,
S7b and 5a, S8b).
The dRT used for Cas9 mediated iCAP (Cas9 dRT) was built as described above except: i)
two genomic gRNA target sites presented in the isogenic genomic segment of EIF were disabled
by mutating their cognate PAM sites; ii) the Puro expression cassette was placed at the 5’ end
section of EIF rather than at the 3’ end portion as in the mouse dRTs; and iii) the OSS was extended
from 40 bp to 100 bp in MED13L Cas9 dRT (Fig. 4a and S5b). The increased OSS length may
prevent a total loss of the defined ends due to excessive end clipping. Construction of the dRT
used for Cas12a mediated iCAP (Cas12a dRT) is relatively straightforward as neither OSS nor
artificial engineered gRNA needs to be considered. While Cas9 induces blunt ended DSBs, Cas12a
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generates staggered DSB with 5’ overhangs of 4 or 5 nucleotides (nt) (Zetsche et al., 2015). We
reasoned that we could use Cas12a as a cohesive-end-generating restriction enzyme to excise both
GTS from genome and EIF from dRT by targeting the same upstream (5’) and downstream (3’)
gRNA target sites flanking GTS and EIF, respectively. The 5’ overhangs of 4- or 5-nt generated
at the genomic and corresponding EIF ends are perfectly complementary and could be perceived
as defined ends by DNA repair machinery resulting in the joining dependence simplified with the
least possibilities of changing the end sequence structures at the junction (Lieber, 2010). Based on
this rationale, the Cas12a dRT was built to only contain a fragment that includes the 561 bp
genomic DNA sequence and Puro inserted in the intron upstream of exon 20 as described above
(Fig. 5a and S6b). The Puro-exon 20 containing fragment is flanked with short vector backbone
sequences and become dRTs when isolated from plasmids by SphI-SacI restriction digestions (Fig.
S7b and S8b).

iCAP mediated by Cas9 enables a swap of mutant MED13L Exon 20 for WT Counterpart
We introduced the plasmid expressing Cas9 and three sgRNAs (to target 5’ and 3’ cleavage
sites on the genome and engineered gRNA target sites on the dRT) together with a 2145-bp SphISacI Cas9 dRT fragment (Fig. 4a and S7) into MED13LS1497F patient fibroblasts by electroporation.
The puromycin-resistant cell populations were collected and assigned as 4-1-2 for genotypic
analysis after 10 days in selection medium. Using primer pairs of F1-R1 and F2-R2 shown in Fig.
4a, PCR products of approximately 1392 bp and 1378 bp were generated as expected (Fig. 4b),
indicating the presence of the edited allele as a result of iCAP replacement of the GTS with the
EIF containing WT exon 20 and the puromycin resistant gene.
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We next sequenced the PCR products to examine the 5’ and 3’ paste sites as well as the
codon 1497 area. In contrast to the iCAP edited mouse genes, the error-free end joining occurred
at the 3' paste site between corresponding genomic and EIF ends in most (4 out of 5) of cloned
PCR products sequenced. As shown in SEQ. III of Fig. 4c, the 3' endogenous genomic DNA
sequence not present in the dRT is seamlessly transited (3' to 5' direction) into the overhang
substrate sequence followed by the mutated PAM site that are intronic sequences 3’ of exon 20 as
constructed in the EIF. Therefore, the end joining was likely a result of annealing of the
complementary 3’ overhang sequences that were formed within the OSS shared at the genomic
and EIF ends as intended by iCAP.
Among 4 of 5 cloned PCR amplicons sequenced, junction sequences at 5’ paste site show
that fully-retained OSS at the 5’ genomic DSB end was extended by a single cytosine base from
predicted Cas9 cleavage position (SEQ. I in Fig. 4c and S5a). This extra nucleotide might be added
by a template-independent synthesis (Lieber, 2010) or from a shifted cutting site one-base toward
the cognate PAM site, a not unusual phenomenon for the endonuclease specificity (Chen et al.,
2014). Toward 3’ direction from the extra cytosine, the sequence immediately transited to the
hPGK promoter region of the Puro cassette, indicating that deletion occurred at the 5’ end of EIF
following excision from dRT by Cas9 cleavage in situ. A 225 bp sequence including 100-bp OSS,
55-bp section of intronic sequence with mutated-PAM-site and 5’ first 70-bp of the hPGK
promoter region was clipped from the 5’ end of the EIF. A loss of 55-bp intronic and 70 bp hPGK
promoter sequences at the junction of 5’ paste site however did not compromise the expression of
the Puro gene as the cells with iCAP edited allele are puromycin resistant. Sequence at Puro-exon
20 junction and in the following exon 20 shows the correct sequence with a wild-type (5’-TCC-3’)
tri-nucleotide at codon 1497 rather than the codon (5’-TTC-3’) that contains a duplicated thymine
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in the mutant exon (SEQ. II in FIG.4c). These results confirm that the elimination of the single
thymine duplication is a result of iCAP genome editing.

iCAP using Cas12a enables an exchange of mutant MED13L exon 20 for WT Counterpart
We also transfected MED13LS1497F patient fibroblasts with the plasmid expressing Cas12a
and the two sgRNAs (targeting 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites on both the genome and dRT) together
with a 2139-bp SphI-SacI Cas12a dRT fragment (Fig. 5a and S8). Puromycin-resistant cell
populations were collected after 10 days in selection medium and assigned as 5-1-2 (Cas12a) for
genotypic analysis. PCR genotyping revealed the presence of the edited allele with amplicons in
size predicted for iCAP replacement of the GTS with the EIF (Fig. 5b).
Sequence analysis confirmed the presence of the iCAP edited allele. Interestingly, the paste
of both EIF ends to their corresponding genomic ends succeeded with minimal deletions thus
undermining possible direct annealing of the complementary 5’ overhangs. In a majority of cloned
PCR amplicons, an 8-bp sequence was deleted at the 5’ paste junction (in 7 out of 8 PCR clones
sequenced) while a 9-nt sequence was removed at the 3’ paste site in 5 out of 8 PCR clones
analyzed (SEQ. I and SEQ. III in Fig. 5c). The deleted sequences are nucleotides at the 3’ ends of
gRNA target sequences (the strand of target sequence), where the cleavage sites are located and
distal to PAM sites.
In situ Cas12a cleavage at the up- and down-stream gRNA target sites generated staggered
DSB ends with the 5’ overhung gRNA target sequences retained at ends of excised GTS and EIF
fragments and short complementary 5’ overhangs at genomic ends (Fig. S6). Junction sequence at
the 5’ paste site suggests that the complementary 5’ overhang of 5-nt (3’-CCAAA-5’) at the
genomic end were deleted resulting in a blunt end while the 5’ overhang of 5-nt (underlined) and
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adjacent 3-bp (5’-GGTTTGAT-3’) were removed from the 5’ gRNA target sequence retained in
the EIF leading to a 5’ blunt-ended EIF (SEQ. I in Fig. 5c). Therefore, the end joining at the 5’
paste site was a ligation of these two blunted ends. It is also possible that the joining was facilitated
by annealing of a one-base (T:A) complementary 3’ overhangs which may have been generated
by limited 5’Ò3’ end resection at the two defined ends. In a striking similarity, junction sequence
at the 3’ paste site reveals end-processing in the same pattern as seen at the 5’ paste site. As shown
in SEQ. III of Fig. 5c, the complementary 5’ overhang of 4-nt (5’-TCTT-3’) was deleted from the
genomic end and the 5’ overhang of 4-nt (underlined) plus adjacent 5-bp (3’-TATAAAGAA-5’)
were removed from the 3’ gRNA target sequence retained at the 3’ end of the EIF. As a result of
the deletions, both the corresponding genomic and EIF staggered DSB ends were converted to
blunt ends for joining at 3’ paste site. Alternatively, 3’ overhangs might be created by limited
5’Ò3’ resection at each DNA end, resulting in annealing of 2-nt (TT:AA) microhomology DNA
presented at each of the two ends.
The minimal deletions that occurred at both of the paste sites might be the result of attempts
to avoid reconstitution of the original gRNA target sites at the end joining locations for a stable
linkage. The pattern and scale of deletions at the end joining junctions described above are the
dominant editing event by iCAP. It appears that deletions of less than 10-bp intron sequences have
no deleterious impact on the edited MED13L allele that contains tagged Puro-exon 20 with a wildtype tri-nucleotide (5’-TCC’3’) at codon 1497 (SEQ. II in Fig. 5c), as evidenced by survival of
edited cells under puromycin selection, reversal of an aberrant cellular phenotype as described
below, and improvements of cellular structures and functions in the iCAP edited patient cells
(Chang, et al., 2022).
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Reduction of MED13L mutant alleles in iCAP edited MED13LS1497F patient cells
As MED13LS1497F patient fibroblasts contain both mutant and WT MED13L alleles, the
iCAP mediated mutant exon 20 swapping for the WT counterpart built in the MED13L EIF can
occur to either alleles. Therefore, we examined the total mismatch reduction at location of the
thymine duplication in exon 20 by comparing indel rates between un-edited MED13LS1497F patient
fibroblasts and the non-clonal edited patient cell populations that survived puromycin selection.
SURVEYOR assays were performed according to the strategy shown in Fig. 6a. 270-bp
PCR fragments that contain codon 1497 of MED13L gene were specifically amplified using
genomic DNA templates isolated from normal, the unedited and edited patient cells. The resultant
fragments digested by SURVEYOR nuclease were quantified for calculation of indel rates (Cong
et al., 2013; Ran et al., 2013). In comparison with the unedited patient cells, there are 6.3% and
7.3% decreases in indel rates in 4-1-2 (Cas9) and 5-1-2 (Cas12a) edited cell groups, respectively.
The rate change reflects a mismatch reduction of 20.9% in the 4-1-2 (Cas9) cell group and 24.2%
in 5-1-2 (Cas12a) cell populations (Fig. 6b). The mismatch reductions are notably manifested by
increased intensities of undigested 270-bp fragment in 4-1-2 (Cas9) and 5-1-2 (Cas12a) cell groups
(Fig. 6c). Mismatch reduction calculations can be found in Methods and Table S2. The results
indirectly reflect that a single thymine duplication in the mutant allele was corrected in the similar
proportions of non-clonal edited cell populations. The estimated efficiency in mutation correction
are consistent with the observation of a pathogenic phenotype reversal in which a small but
significant reduction in endogenous reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels was detected in nonclonal edited patient cell groups using dihydroethidium (DHE) dye that fluoresces following
oxidation (Fig. 6d).
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iCAP enables deletion of GTS and end joining of two distant genomic DSB ends
While screening for iCAP edited alleles in animals, we also identified heterozygous mice
carrying alleles with “perfectly deleted” GTS. The intervening DNA sequences of 492-bp and 579bp between predicted CRISPR/Cas9 cutting positions in the 5’ and 3’ gRNA target sequences in
loci of Slc35f2 (Animal A) and Slc35f6 (Animal J) were precisely deleted, respectively (Fig. 7ab). The two distant genomic DSB ends generated by Cas9 cleavage were directly re-joined by
error-free blunt end ligation, as previously observed in human genome editing (Cong et al., 2013).
Therefore, precise deletion of a genomic DNA segment between two gRNA target sites could be
another desirable outcome of iCAP genome editing, resulting in a potentially useful by-product as
valuable mouse models. Such a perfect deletion also occurred to edited MED13LS1497F patient
fibroblasts that were transfected with the plasmid expressing Cas9 and sgRNAs targeting 5’ and
3’ genomic cleavage sites but no dRT, resulting in deletion of exon 20 from the MED13L alleles
(Fig. 7c-d) in 12 out of 20 cloned PCR amplicon sequenced.
We also performed a transfection experiment in which only the plasmid expressing dual
sgRNAs and Cas12a were introduced into the patient cells by electroporation, for in vivo
evaluations of targeted cleavages at the selected 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites flanking exon 20 of the
MED13L gene. The cells were cultured for 24 hours after transfection and harvested as pooled cell
populations for genotypical screening. PCR genotyping confirmed that the exon20-containing
GTS between two gRNA target sites was excised, indicating efficient Cas12a cleavage at the
selected sites in situ (data not shown).
We further examined how distantly separated genomic ends were joined as short 5’
overhangs generated by Cas12a cut at two different gRNA target sites are not complementary.
Sequencing of the genomic region with deleted exon 20 revealed sequences traces at the end-
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joining junction. A dominant sequence species (14 among 20 cloned PCR amplicon sequenced)
shows that the 5’ overhang (3’-CCAAA-5’) at the 5’ genomic DSB end was retained while the 5'
overhang (5’-TCTTT-3’) at the 3’ genomic DSB end was deleted at the end joining (Fig. 7c-d).
This junction structure therefore suggests that the two staggered DSB ends with incompatible 5’
overhangs were converted to blunt ends through DNA synthesis at one end and deletion at the
other end prior to end joining. Alternatively, the end joining in this particular case could be
mediated by direct annealing of partially complementary overhang nucleotides (underlined) at the
two staggered genomic DSB ends (3’-CCAAA-5’ at the upstream DSB end and 5’-TCTTT-3’ at
the downstream DSB end) with 2-nt (5’-GG-3’) filling-in and 2-nt (5’-TC-3’) trimmed.
Nevertheless, an ‘error-free’ end joining, that occurs between two distant blunt ends
created by Cas9 cleavage, can be achieved between two incompatibly staggered DSB ends
generated by Cas12a with a ‘micro’ end modification that is limited within the 5’ overhang of 4or 5-nt. In addition, sequencing traces from the pooled cell populations also suggest the existence
of other sequence species showing different patterns of staggered end processing in which the
filling-in and deletion of 5’ overhangs occurred in a reciprocal manner as that described above, or
either the filling-in or deletion occurred to both ends. We however did not detect any other type of
major end modifications at the two distant genomic ends with 5’ overhangs at the end joining
boundary, supporting the notion that the DSB ends with 5’ overhangs generated by Cas12a can
serve as defined ends that are subject to no or minimal end modifications (Lieber, 2010; Chang et
al., 2017).

No Cas9 and Cas12a off-target activities occur at top off-target sites examined
To evaluate if risks of off-target effects increased with the routine usage of two or
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three different gRNA target sequences in iCAP genome editing method, we performed targeted
amplicon sequencing of 50 off-target sites which present 4 or 5 the most closely mismatched offtarget sequences for each of 11 different gRNA target sequences used for the study. We used ICE
(Inference of CRISPR Edits) algorithm tool (Conant, et al, 2022) to analyze the sequencing data
for evidence of indel mutagenesis at the sites examined. The assessment reports show indel rates
of zero percent at these top off-target sites suggesting no off-target effects detected and R2 values
of 0.95-1.0 indicating “goodness of fit” of the analysis quality (Table S3). Based on the results,
iCAP genome editing method does not appear to elevate risks of Cas9 and Cas12a off-target effects.

DISCUSSION
Precise genome editing via HDR activated by CRISPR/Cas effector induced DSBs often
requires a DNA donor of either double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), ssODNs or lssODNs (Cong et al.,
2013; Wang et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2013; Yoshimi et al., 2016). The ssODNs (£ 200 nt) or
lssODNs (£ 2,000 nt) are less suitable as DNA donors for precise editing of longer sequence such
as insertion of larger genes, whereas dsDNA templates require homology arms of several-hundred
bases to kilobases to be included. When modifications are required at two sites separated by a
section of endogenous sequence, HDR with dsDNA donor frequently results in partial knockin of
intended edits (Becher et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019). In contrast, the dRT design strategy for
iCAP genome editing is superior to other forms of DNA donors as the DNA template can be as
big as 17 kb and constructed using popular pBluescript cloning vectors (Jiang et al., 2002). More
significantly, an EIF in dRT can include modifications at multiple sites with no restraint on type
of modifications at each site. Additionally, undesired partial knockin can be minimized due to the
synchronous excision of the GTS and the EIF to promote in situ pasting of the patching fragment
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to the gapped target locus. Furthermore, gRNA target sequences with the best on-target score and
the least off-target effect prediction can be selected as the 5’ and 3’ genomic cleavage sites to flank
GTS in iCAP method, overcoming the restraint in selecting a gRNA target site within a 45-bp
distance to the modification site in methods using a single genomic gRNA target site for inducing
a DSB (Paquet et al., 2016).
An important consideration for placing EIF into the gapped genome is how the junctions
of end joining at two paste sites are resolved. The presence of OSS at corresponding EIF and
genomic ends facilitated the error-free end joining at the 5’ paste sites at the edited Slc35f2, Slc35f6
and P2y14 alleles as well as at the 3’ paste site of Cas9 iCAP edited MED13L allele. The seamless
end joining is likely a result of annealing of complementary 3’ overhangs generated within the
OSS on each of the two corresponding DSB ends by 5’Ò3’ end resection as intended by iCAP.
When OSS is absent from the ends of either EIF or genomic DSB, additions of extra DNA
sequences at the end joining junction can be a result of DNA repair as seen at 3’ paste sites of Cas9
iCAP edited alleles of Slc35f2, Slc35f6 as well as at the 3’ junction at the paste site of edited P2y14
allele.
The absence of OSS could be the result of failed in situ cleavage at intended target sites
resulting in a persistently “masked” OSS. The cause of cleavage failure could be due to the reduced
selectivity in guide sequence targeting and/or recognition by CRISPR/Cas9 in in vitro vs. in vivo
contexts (Ran et al., 2015). In addition, sub-optimized amounts of reaction substrates (e.g.,
sgRNAs, Cas9 mRNA) and/or dRT delivered by microinjections may result in “partial digestion”.
Finally, excessive “end clipping” during the initial phase of DNA repair may attribute to OSS loss
at the 3’ end of Slc35f6 EIF and the 5’ end of MED13L EIF as observed at the respective end
joining junctions.
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The distribution of “self” and “foreign” sequence contexts at an end region of EIF may
influence how a Cas9-generated DSB is processed by DNA repair machinery. The error-free end
joining appears associated with the 5’ sections of Slc35f2, Slc35f6 and P2y14 EIFs and the 3’
section of MED13L EIF, where DNA is dominantly the endogenous isogenic sequences. Therefore,
the sequences in this section appear more like “self” despite having a 48-bp FRT3 exogenoussequence inserted near the 5’ end of each EIF with isogenic mouse DNA sequence or containing
a single nucleotide alteration in the 3’ part of EIF with isogenic DNA sequence of the human gene.
In contrast, the end joining with extra sequence addition or deletion at the junctions appears
correlated with the 3’ section of Slc35f6 EIF and the 5’ section of MED13L EIF, where DNAs are
either a 3.7-kb exogenous expression cassette or 1.5-kb Puro expression cassette that account for
83% and 79% of the entire Slc35f6 EIF and MED13L EIF sequences, respectively. It is possible
that the identity of exogenous (“foreign”) sequences renders the DSB end next to them prone to
an excessive amount of end processing in search of compatible sequences such as micro-homology
nucleotides (underlined in SEQ. II of Fig. 2b). These observations may indicate that sequence
contexts of “self” or “foreign” identities at DSB ends of EIF may exert influences on the choice of
DNA damage repair pathways or the order of actions and iterative processing in a repair pathway
(Chang et al., 2017; Lieber, 2010).
Interestingly, “self” and “foreign” sequence contexts at an end region of EIF appear to have
no impact on how a Cas12a-generated DSB end is processed. While Cas9 induces blunt ended
DSBs, Cas12a generates staggered DSBs with 5’ overhangs of 4 or 5 nucleotides (Zetsche et al.,
2015) which may act as a defined end and require fewer NHEJ proteins to prepare the ends for end
joining leading to the least variation of the junction resolution (Lieber, 2010). Sequence structures
at both 5’ and 3’ paste sites on Cas12a iCAP edited MED13L alleles support such a notion as each
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Cas12a generated DSB end underwent a <10 bp deletion at each of two end joining junctions. The
deleted bases are nucleotides at the 3’ end of gRNA target sequences (target sequence strand),
where the cleavage sites and 5’ overhang nucleotides reside. The minimal deletions might be an
outcome of simplified end processing mediated by the classic non-homologous end joining (cNHEJ) DNA repair pathway (Chang et al., 2017; Lieber, 2010), resulting in a 5’ overhang DNA
end converted to a blunt one. Alternatively, the deletions might be mediated by the alternativeNHEJ (alt-NHEJ) pathway, one of the end-resection homology directed repair pathways (Truong
et al., 2013; Lieber, 2010), that scrutinizes for micro-homology nucleotides by clipping DNA ends.
The minimal deletions might have arisen from attempts to avoid reconstitutions of the original
gRNA target sites, as staggered DSB ends at corresponding genomic and EIF ends are
complementary. The deletion of fewer than 10 nucleotides at both paste sites located in introns
appear to be tolerated, harmless and manageable as the ‘scars’ do not compromise functions of the
iCAP edited allele. Thus, iCAP genome editing using Cas12a is a relatively straightforward
approach as neither OSS nor artificial engineered gRNA need to be considered in dRT construction.
Rendering the EIF’s two DSB ends to be detected as “damaged genomic ends” by cellular
DNA repair machinery is anticipated for iCAP genome editing. Manifestations of sequence
structure at two end-joining junctions indicate that the “damaged” EIF ends are indeed scrutinized
and processed by inherent DNA repair pathways for compatibility with corresponding genomic
DSB ends. Notably, the end joining at 5’ and 3’ paste sites could be independently mediated by
different DNA repair pathways according to the sequence contexts presented at each end section
of the EIF to warrant a linkage with genomic ends. Therefore, the operative mode of the iCAP
platform can mobilize and harness the utility of multiple DNA repair pathways to "paste" the EIF
at two distant DSB genomic ends and patch the genomic gap. This approach circumvents temporal
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constraints that restrict a particular DNA repair pathway to operate in certain phases of a cell cycle
(Ceccaldi et al., 2016) or rely on HR for precise genome editing (Yamamoto and Gerbi, 2018).
Furthermore, the usage of two different gRNA sequences flanking GTS in iCAP genome
editing method does not increase risks of Cas9 or Cas12a activities at the top off-target sites as no
off-target effects were detected. This is in line with reported findings from studies examining offtarget effects in Cas9 involved editing of mouse genome (Ayabe et al., 2019; Hay et al., 2017) and
in Cas12a mediated human genome editing (Kim et al., 2016; Kleinstiver et al., 2016).
As a proof of concept, we demonstrate that iCAP is a feasible genome editing platform that
enabled versatile and flexible genome editing resulted in a single nucleotide alteration, precisely
multi-kilobase DNA insertion and site-specific modifications at multiple locations within a
segment of genome. The method can be mediated by either Cas9 or Cas12a or potentially other
Cas effectors that induce DSB, thereby significantly increasing availability and choices of gRNA
target sites to edit complex mammalian genomes at any positions. The iCAP approach simply
requires mediation by orthodox Cas effectors to fulfill multiple types of precise sequence
alterations such as insertion, deletion and substitution. Furthermore, iCAP genome editing using
Cas12a requires neither OSS nor artificial engineered gRNA target sequences to be considered,
significantly simplifying dRT construction. Notably, we demonstrate that an end joining between
two distantly and incompatibly staggered DSB ends generated by Cas12a cleavage can be achieved
with a minimal end modification confined to 5’ overhang of 4- or 5-nt. Taken together, the
demonstrated editing flexibilities make iCAP genome editing highly attractive as a single platform
for multiple types of DNA sequence alterations as well as concurrent editing at multiple sites in
mammalian genomes.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Analysis of gene loci, editing locations and identifications of gRNA target sites. Genomic
DNA sequences of mouse Slc35f2, Slc35f6, P2y14 and human MED13L were obtained from online
resources, (http://uswest.ensembl.org/index.html and https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), and then
catalogued & annotated using Snapgene software (Version 2.1.1) for further sequence analysis.
For the mouse genes, sequences of 500 nucleotides, flanking and spanning two editing locations
with one at the introns 5’ of the last exon for insertion of a 48-bp FRT3 and the other as proximal
as possible to stop codons in the last exon for in-frame insertion of a 3.7-kb expression cassette,
were selected and analyzed for identifying gRNA target sites as 5’ cleavage and 3’ cleavage sites
recognized by Cas9 endonuclease using the online tool "Benchling" (https://www.benchling.com).
For the human gene, intronic sequences flanking exon 20 were analyzed to search for potential
gRNA target sequences recognized by Cas9 or Cas12a (Cpf1) programmable nucleases using the
same online tool. Based on a category of programmable nuclease (Cas9, Cas12a, etc.), Benchling
software analyzed the selected sequences for all available target sites and scores the sites according
to established parameters and variables effecting on-target & off-target efficiencies (Doench et al.,
2014; Hsu et al.,2013). The gRNA target sites with favorable scores were chosen for validation
assay in vitro, according to (1) a favorable combination of on-target and off-target scores (an ontarget score > 60 and an off-target score close to 100 are optimum) and (2) the close proximity to
the desired site of insertion of any exogenous DNA sequence (for example, the endogenous STOP
codon of mouse genes, if creation of an in-frame protein fusion is the goal.) or the close proximity
to exon20 of the MED13L gene from both upstream and downstream directions.
Cell lines. The patient fibroblast cell line of MED13LS1497F was obtained following
informed consent with the identification of the MED13L Syndrome donor blinded from the
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participants in this study. The human cell line of WI-38 is normal fetal lung fibroblasts obtained
from ATCC (CCL-75, Manassas, VA).
Confirmation of a thymine duplication in exon 20 of the MED13L mutant gene allele in
MED13L Syndrome patient cells. Genomic DNA was extracted from human cell lines of WI-38
and MED13LS1497F using DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to
manufacturer’s protocols. Each of the genomic DNA samples were used as templates to produce
a DNA fragment by PCR with primers pJ327 and pJ328 (Table S4) which are intronic sequences
flanking exon 20 of the MED13L gene. All primers and oligos in this study were custom-made
(sigmaaldrich.com, St. Louis, MO) and listed in Table S4. The PCR primed with pJ327- pJ328
was performed using Phusion High Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB, Ipswich, MA) according to
the manufacturer’s protocol on an Applied Biosystems 2720 Thermal Cycler. In brief, 25 µl
reactions (5 µl 5X Phusion HF/GC Buffer, 2 µl 2.5mM dNTPs, 1.25 µl 10 uM Forward Primer,
1.25 µl 10uM Reverse Primer, various amounts of Template DNA, 0.5 µl Phusion DNA
Polymerase, dH2O) were run on a thermal cycler with typical PCR parameters (initial denaturation
at 98°C, 3min; 25-35 cycles of 98°C, 15 sec, 45-72°C, 30 sec; 72°C, 30 sec/kb; final extension at
72°C, 7min; 4°C hold). PCR products of approximately 561bp were generated from genomic
DNAs of both WI-38 cells and MED13LS1497F cells, respectively. The products were first incubated
with Choice-Taq DNA polymerase (Thomas Scientific, Swedesboro, NJ) at 72°C for 20min and
then TA cloned into the pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega, Madison, WI). The cloned PCR products
were Sanger Sequenced with M13 Forward (5’-TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGT-3’) and Reverse
(5’-CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC-3’) primers and the DNA sequence reads were analyzed with
Geneious software (geneious.com, Auckland, New Zealand). A single thymine duplication at
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codon 1497 in exon 20 was revealed in patient cells, in comparison with the sequence from human
WI-38 normal cells, confirming the presence of a mutant MED13L allele in the patient cells.
In vitro transcription of sgRNAs and validation of gRNA target sites. Templates for in
vitro transcription of SpCas9 guides were amplified from the plasmid pX330 (Addgene,
Watertown, MA) using primer pairs with 65 oligonucleotides as a 5’ primer (forward) and the
oligonucleotides 5’-AAAAGCACCGACTCGGTGCC-3’ as a 3’ primer (reverse). The 65
oligonucleotides are comprised of 5’-GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGNNNNNNNN
NNNNNNNNNNNN GTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC-3’, in which NNN- - - represent 20nucleotide protospacer preceded with a T7 minimal promoter. The protospacer corresponds to
genomic gRNA target sequences identified in the sequence regions of Slc35f2, Slc35f6, P2y14 and
MED13L loci for 5’ and 3’ cleavages on genome and to the engineered gRNA target sequence 5’GTGCTTCGATATCGATCGTT-3’ (Aida et al., 2016) for outer cuts (relative to positions of the
genomic 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites) on dRT. Approximately 120 bp PCR products were produced
with various forward primers and the reverse primer pJ161, and each of the PCR products were
used as a template for in vitro transcription of a Cas9 sgRNA containing the cognate gRNA target
site. Phusion DNA Polymerase (NEB, Ipswich, MA) was used for the amplification according to
manufacturer’s protocols.
For generation of DNA templates used for in vitro transcription of Cas12a sgRNAs, a
minimal

T7

promoter-RNAfold

(direct

repeat

sequence)

oligomer

pJ227

(GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGTAATTTCTACTAAGTGTAGAT), was annealed
with variously specific-target-containing crRNA oligomers (pJ343, pJ344, pJ345, pJ346, pJ347,
pJ348, pJ362, pJ363, and pJ364) with pJ227 through overlapping direct repeat sequence, followed
by extension in a simple PCR reaction to generate approximately 70 bp products. Each of the PCR
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products were used as a template for in vitro transcription of one Cas12a sgRNA with the cognate
gRNA target site in the template.
PCR products produced as templates for in vitro transcription were purified with either the
Qiaquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) for Cas9 templates, or with the QIAEX
II Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) for Cas12a templates, and all templates were
treated with Proteinase K (0.2 mg/ml with 0.5% SDS) at 50oC for 30minutes to remove any traces
of contaminating RNAse. The in vitro transcription was performed using MEGAshortscript T7
Transcription Kit (LifeTechnologies, Carlsbad, CA) following manufacturer’s protocols. After
incubation for 4 hours at 37°C, samples were treated with DNase I for 15 minutes at 37°C to
remove DNA templates. In vitro transcribed sgRNAs were purified and eluted with MEGAclear
Purification Kit (LifeTechnologies, Carlsbad, CA) for the Cas9 102 nucleotide RNA products or
with the mirVana miRNA isolation kit (Ambion, Austin, TX) for the Cas12a 44 nucleotide RNA
products, and were stored at −80°C for subsequent uses.
In an in vitro assay to validate sgRNAs on-target cleavage induction, 30 nM in vitro
transcribed sgRNAs, 3 nM RNAse-free DNA fragments containing gRNA target sequences and
30 nM Cas9 or Cas12a protein (NEB, Ipswich, MA) were mixed in reaction tubes as per
manufacturer's protocol. At the end of the reaction, 1 μl RNAse A was added and then incubated
for additional 15 minutes at 37°C to degrade sgRNA. DNA fragments in the reaction were purified
with QIAquick PCR Purification column (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) to remove residual protein,
and analyzed by an agarose gel. Validated gRNA target sequences with accurate target recognition
and efficient cleavage by CRISPR/Cas were selected in pairs to flank the genomic target segment
(GTS) as the 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites. For iCAP editing using Cas9, the selected gRNA target
sequences that flank the Slc35f2 GTS are 5’-CATTTGTAATC CTAGCACCT-3’ (sense strand)
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as 5’ cleavage site and 5’-CCACTCTGC AGTCTTGTAGC-3’ (sense strand) as 3’ cleavage site;
the

selected

gRNA

target

sequences

TTGTCATTTGAGTGACATCG-3’

(sense

which
strand)

flank
as

the
5’

Slc35f6

cleavage

GTS
site

are

and

5’5’-

AGAGACTGCTAGGTGACAGT-3’ (sense strand) as 3’ cleavage site; the chosen gRNA target
sequences flanking the P2y14 GTS are 5’-CCCTGCACCACTCGTCATGT-3’ (sense strand) as 5’
cleavage site and 5’-TGATAATACTTGGAAGGGGA-3’ (anti-sense strand) as 3’ cleavage site;
the

selected

gRNA

target

GAATCTCCCTTGCTAACCAT-3’

sequences
(sense

flanking
strand)

MED13L
as

5’

exon

cleavage

20

are

5’-

site

and

5’-

ATGTTGCATCTATAAAAGAA-3’ (anti-sense strand) as 3’ cleavage site (Fig. S1 and S5). For
iCAP editing using Cas12a, the selected gRNA target sequences flanking MED13L exon 20 are
5’-GGGTTATCACATGCAATCAAACC-3’ (anti-sense strand) as 5’ cleavage site and 5’TAGATGCAACATTATATTTCTTT-3’ (sense strand) as 3’ cleavage site (Fig. S6).
Constructions of sgRNAs/Cas9 and sgRNAs/Cas12a expression vectors for MED13L
editing. For construction of the sgRNAs/Cas9 expression vector MED13L-Exon20-Cas9gRNA+protein (Fig. S7a), pairs of complementary oligoes corresponding to each crRNA sequence
were denatured in STE buffer (10mM tris, 1mM EDTA, 100mM NaCl) at 100oC for 10 minutes
and then annealed slowly by cooling to room temperature. The annealed oligo products were
directionally cloned into the Addgene Multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 Assembly Kit (Addgene,
Watertown, MA) as crRNA genes for sgRNA expression. In addition to a Cas9 gene, the
expression vector contains three crRNA genes for expression of three different sgRNAs with two
of them targeting the 5’ and 3’ gRNA sites, that flank exon 20 of the MED13L gene as described
above and are also present in the dRT containing the cognate PAM sites mutated, and the third one
targeting an engineered gRNA target site (GTGCTTCGATATCGATCGTT) flanking the EIF in
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the dRT (Fig. 4a and Fig. S5). To make sgRNAs/Cas12a expression vector MED13L-Exon20Cas12a-gRNA+protein (Fig. S8a), pairs of complementary oligoes corresponding to each crRNA
sequence were processed and annealed in the same condition as above. The annealed oligo
products were directionally cloned into a modified version of the gRNA+LbCas12a expression
plasmid pTE4398 (Addgene, Watertown, MA) as crRNA genes for sgRNA expression. In addition
to a Cas12a gene, the vector contains two crRNA genes for expressions of corresponding sgRNAs
targeting the 5’ and 3’ gRNA target sites that flank exon 20 of the MED13L gene as described
above and are also included and preserved in the Cas12a dRT (FIG. 5a and Fig. S6). The
expressions of crRNA genes are driven by autonomous human U6 promoters and the expressions
of nucleases are driven by either the chicken beta-actin promoter for Cas9 or human CMV
promoter for Cas12a in each of the expression vectors. All the inserts cloned into the expression
plasmids were confirmed correct by DNA sequencing through custom-ordered sequencing service
provided by Genewiz (genewiz.com, South Plainfield, NJ).
Construction of DNA replacement template (dRT) containing edited nucleotide
alterations. The intended editing for the mouse genes was to make nucleotide alterations at two
locations in a gene locus, (1) to insert a FRT3 site in the intron 5’ of the last exon and (2) in-frame
to insert a 3.7 APEX2-IRES-CRE-WPRE (Slc35f2 and Slc35f6) or EGFP-IRES-CRE-WPRE
(P2y14) expression cassette immediately 3’ of the last codon of the endogenous gene. Based on
analyses of Slc35f, Slc35f6 and P2y14 loci, the editing locations, identification and validation of
gRNA target sites, we designed the edited isogenic fragments (EIF) in pre-constructed DNA
replacement templates to be organized in a 5’ to 3’ direction as: upstream (5’) overhang substrate
sequence (OSS) of 40-bp intron sequence, FRT3 (exogenous DNA), intron sequence, coding
sequence of last exon, expression cassette (APEX2-3XFlag-2xHA-StopCodon-IRES-Cre-NLS-
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WPRE-hGHpolyA-FRT), and downstream (3’) OSS (40-bp sequence around endogenous stop
codons), as shown in Fig. 1b. As segments of endogenous genomic DNA in each EIF contain
genomic gRNA target sequences for 5’ and 3’ cleavage, we disrupted these target sequences by
insertion of the FRT3 and expression cassette at these two sites respectively, or by making nonsense mutations to alter the target sequence that is a part of coding DNA, to prevent Cas9 cleavage
at the locations (Fig. S1b). The EIF is flanked with engineered gRNA target sequences when
cloned into a vector as a final product (Fig. S2). The dRTs are produced as a linear fragment by
XmaI-NdeI (Slc35f2 and Slc35f6) or SpeI-NotI (P2y14) restriction digestion of the vector with
partial vector backbone sequences that flank the EIF. The partial vector sequences, which can be
efficiently removed from dRT fragments by CRISPR/Cas9 cleavage at engineered gRNA targets
in in vitro testing, are designed to protect (mask) OSS at the EIF ends during the course to reach
to nucleus for the dRT. Cleavage at the engineered gRNA target sites inside the nucleus (in situ)
removes the partial vector backbone sequences and expose OSS at both ends of the EIF.
To construct dRT for iCAP MED13L editing using Cas12a, a 561-bp DNA product was
generated by PCR amplification of the WT MED13L allele with primers of pJ327-pJ328. The
sequence contains a WT exon 20 of the MED13L gene and partial 5’ and 3’ flanking intron
sequences containing selected gRNA target sequences and was cloned into a pGEM-T Easy vector
to generate the plasmid of MED13L ex20 pJ327-328 in pGEM-T Easy. A puromycin resistant
gene unit was amplified from plasmid pGL3-U6-sgRNA-PGK-puromycin (Addgene, Watertown,
MA) by PCR and the 1473 bp product was then inserted in an EcoRV site in intron 19-20, 25 bp
upstream of exon 20, resulting in the plasmid of MED13L-Exon20-Cas12a-dRT (Fig. S8b). SphISacI restriction digestions of the plasmid generate the 2139 bp dRT fragment for Cas12a mediated
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iCAP editing (referred to as Cas12a dRT). Cleavages induced by Cas12a at the 5’ and 3’cleavage
sites on the dRT excised a 1920 bp EIF in an in vitro assay.
To construct dRT for iCAP MED13L editing using Cas9, the MED13L-Exon20-Cas12adRT plasmid was used as a template for incorporating 100 bp overhang substrate sequences (OSS)
in the dRT construct. The OSS are endogenous DNAs 5’ adjacent to the 5’ cleavage site and 3’
adjacent to the 3’ cleavage site respectively (Fig. S5a). By sequential PCR reactions using primer
sets of pJ356 with pJ358 and pJ357 with pJ359 (Table. S3), the OSS were incorporated as 5’ and
3’ end sequences of the EIF which was then flanked by uniquely engineered Cas9 gRNA target
sites. In addition, the PAM sites associated with the 5’ and 3’ genomic Cas9 gRNA target sites in
the dRT were mutated to prevent cleavages at these two target sites on the dRT (Fig. S5b). The
constructed 2060 bp fragment was TA cloned into the pGEM-T Easy vector, resulting in the
plasmid MED13L-Exon20-Cas9-dRT (Fig. S7b). SphI-SacI restriction digestions of the plasmid
generate a 2145 bp dRT fragment for Cas9 mediated iCAP editing (referred to as Cas9 dRT). Cas9
cleavages at engineered gRNA target sites excise a 2026 bp EIF from the dRT in an in vitro assay.
The entire dRT fragments were sequenced and confirmed to have correct DNA sequences as
designed.
Animal Production. Mice were contractually produced by the transgenic mouse facility at
University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine. Protocols and procedures for animal
production were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). Briefly,
an RNase-free buffer solution (5 mM Tris and 0.1 mM EDTA in ultra-pure water, PH 7.4)
containing sgRNAs (40-60 ng/μl), dRT (1.5-3 ng/μl) and Cas9 mRNA (100 ng/μl, Trilink
Biotechnologies, San Diego, CA) was microinjected into pronuclei and cytoplasm of one-cell stage
embryos obtained from superovulated B6D2F1 female mice (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor,
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Maine). Injected embryos were maintained in M16 medium and cultured for at least one hour in
a 100% humidified incubator with 5% CO2 at 37°C before implantation. A group of 20 injected
embryos on average were transferred into oviducts of a pseudopregnant B6CBAF1 female mouse
(Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine) for full-term development. Founder (F0) mice carrying
the desired edited allele were genotypically identified and bred with C57BL/6J (Jackson
Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine) to produce F1 progeny which were screened genotypically for
heterozygotes to determine germline transmission of the edited allele.
Cell culture and transfection of dRTs and sgRNA/Cas expression vectors. Human cell
lines of WI-38 and MED13LS1497F were propagated in culture plates with DMEM (Dulbecco's
Modified Eagle Medium, Corning Inc., Corning, NY) containing 10% fetal bovine serum
(Denville Scientific, Holliston, MA) and 100 unit/ml penicillin/100 μg/ml streptomycin (SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO) and maintained in a 37oC humidified incubator supplied with 5% CO2.
For transfection, 1.0X106 of patient cells carrying the MED13L mutant allele were suspended in
80 μl of Opti-MEM medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The cell suspension was combined with
20 μl of genome editing constructs containing either 6 μg of Cas12a dRT and 6 μg of the matching
sgRNA/Cas12a expression plasmid or 6 μg of Cas9 dRT and 6 μg of the matching sgRNA/Cas9
expression plasmid. The combined suspension of 100 μl was electroporated by the NEPA21
Electro-Kinetic Transfection System (Nepa Gene Co., Ltd, Ichikawa-City, Japan) with parameters
of 175 voltage, 2 pulses of 5 msec length and 10% decay rate for pouring pulse and manufacturer
pre-set parameters for transfection pulse. The cells transfected with Cas12a dRT and
sgRNA/Cas12a expression plasmid were assigned as 5-1-2 while the cells transfected with Cas9
dRT and sgRNA/Cas9 expression plasmid were labeled as 4-1-2. Following transfection, the cells
were cultured in the same culture medium for 48 hours and then maintained in the medium
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supplemented with 1 μg/ml of puromycin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 10 days. Non-clonal
surviving cell populations were harvested for genotypic analysis to identify the iCAP edited mutant
MED13L allele. Another set of transfection experiments were performed as in vivo evaluations of
cleavages at both the 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites that flank exon 20 in MED13L alleles. 1.0X106 of
MED13LS1497F patient fibroblasts suspended in 80 μl of Opti-MEM medium were combined with
either 20 μl of 10 μg sgRNA/Cas12a expression plasmid or 20 μl of 10 μg sgRNA/Cas9 expression
plasmid with no dRT included, followed by electroporation with the same parameters. The
transfected cell populations were assigned as iCAP-Cas12a-Eva and iCAP-Cas9-Eva, respectively,
cultured for 24 hours and then harvested for genotypic analysis.
Genotyping and Sequencing. To isolate genomic DNA from animals, biopsies of tail tips
were dissolved in 500 μl lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.0, 50 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 1%
SDS, 0.2 mg/ml Proteinase K). The dissolving solution was incubated overnight at 55°C with
agitation followed by removal of tissue debris by centrifugation. Genomic DNA in lysis buffer
was precipitated with 1/10th volume 3M NaOAc (pH5.2) and 500 μl isopropanol, and DNA
precipitates were resuspended in 100-200 μl TE buffer following clean washes with 70% ethanol.
To isolate genomic DNA from cultured cells, 50 μl of cell samples were lysed in an equal volume
of Proteinase K (1mg/ml) in PBS with incubation on a thermal cycler at 65oC for 1 hour followed
by incubating at 95oC for 20 minutes.
For genotypic screening of animals, primer pairs of F1/R1 (pJ153/dn739 for Slc35f2,
pJ159/dn739 for Slc35f6, pJ187/dn162 for P2y14) and F2/R2 (dn1202/pJ154 for Slc35f2,
dn1202/pJ160 for Slc35f6, dn1202/pJ138 for P2y14) were used for amplifying the 5’ and 3’
portions of the edited region in the iCAP edited allele, respectively (Fig. 1b, S4a and Table S4).
The F1 and R2 primer sequences are corresponding to endogenous genomic sequences that are
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distantly upstream and downstream of the endogenous isogenic sequence included in the dRT and
R1 and F2 primer sequences corresponding to the exogenous expression cassette sequence. For
genotypic screening of transfected cells, primer pairs of F1/R1 (pJ375/ pJ361) and F2/R2
(pJ360/pJ355) were used for amplifying the 5’ and 3’ portions of the edited region in the iCAP
edited MED13L allele, respectively (Fig. 4a, 5a and Table S4). All PCRs were performed using
Phusion High Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB, Ipswich, MA) according to manufacturer’s
protocols on an Applied Biosystems 2720 Thermal Cycler. PCR fragments with expected size were
purified and TA cloned in the pGEM-T Easy Vector (Promega, Madison, WI) for DNA sequencing.
Sanger Sequencing for cloned PCR fragments were performed through sequencing service
provided by Genewiz. All the sequence data obtained were analyzed with Geneious software.
RT-PCR characterization of gene expression from iCAP edited Slc35f2 and Slc35f6
alleles. Brains and kidneys were collected from euthanized founder or F1 animals carrying edited
alleles as well as from wildtype mice. Organs were preserved in RNAlater RNA Stabilization
Solution (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and stored at -80oC according to manufacturer’s protocols.
Total RNA was isolated from each organ using PureLink RNA Mini Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA), according to manufacturer’s protocols. Briefly, preserved and frozen brains and kidneys
were thawed and approximately 30 mg of the tissues was dissected and placed in 0.6ml of lysis
buffer supplemented with 1% 2-mercaptoethanol. Tissues in the buffer were disrupted using an
RNase-free teflon pestle, followed by passing 5-10 times through an 18-20 gauged needle for
homogenization. Total RNA was extracted by spin-column according to manufacturer’s protocols
and eluted from the column in 30 μl of RNase-free water with concentrations determined by
Nanodrop analysis. The RNAs were either immediately frozen at -80oC or DNase treated with the
TURBO DNA-free Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
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The DNase-treated RNA was used for cDNA synthesis utilizing the ProtoScript First
Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (NEB, Ipswich, MA) according to manufacturer’s protocols. For each
synthesis reaction, 125 ng of total RNA was used for both reverse transcription positive and reverse
transcription negative reactions with d(T)23 oligo-dT primer provided in the kit. The mixture of
total RNA and d(T)23 oligo-dT primer was first denatured at 65oC for 5minutes, followed by adding
M-MulV Enzyme & Reaction Mix to the reverse transcription positive reactions only, and then
incubated at 42oC for 1 hour followed by incubation at 80oC for 5minutes to inactivate M-MulV
Enzyme. Resulting cDNA was then either used for semi-quantitative RT-PCR analysis or stored
at -20oC.
To examine functional transcription of in-frame inserted exogenous expression cassette
from iCAP edited Slc35f2 and Slc35f6 alleles, the strategy for RT-PCR primer design is illustrated
in Fig. 3 and Table S4. The primer pairs of pJ277-pJ154, pJ277-pJ281, pJ283-pJ160, and pJ283pJ281 were used to specifically detect unedited Slc35f2 endogenous mRNA expression, edited
Slc35f2 endogenous mRNA expression, unedited Slc35f6 endogenous mRNA expression and
edited Slc35f6 endogenous mRNA expression, respectively. Sequences of the forward primers
correspond to the upstream exon not included in the dRT while sequences of the reverse primers
correspond to the 3’ region of the last exons for unedited Slc35f2 and Slc35f6 alleles and to the
APEX2 sequence of exogenous expression cassette for edited Slc35f2 and Slc35f6 alleles,
respectively. The primer pair of dn736-dn737 was used for RT-PCR to amplify a 123-bp fragment
from endogenously expressed Gapdh transcript as a positive control. RT-PCR was performed
with 2 μl of the reverse transcription positive reactions and Phusion High Fidelity DNA
polymerase (NEB, Ipswich, MA) following manufacturer’s protocols on an Applied Biosystems
2720 Thermal Cycler. Control RT-PCR reactions were performed with 2 µl of the reverse
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transcription negative reactions, containing only total RNA without cDNA synthesis, to detect any
false positive result due to potential genomic DNA contamination. Control RT-PCR reactions
resulted in no product amplification in all samples (data not shown) indicating no genomic DNA
contamination in samples.
Aliquots of individual RT-PCR reactions with one pair of primers were analyzed on
agarose gels, and then aliquots of equal volumes of relevant RT-PCR reactions were combined
and loaded in a single gel to create a composite image (Fig. 3). Products of RT-PCR with expected
size were amplified from cDNAs generated from each tissue sample of edited and wildtype animals,
and then sequenced by Sanger Sequencing provided by Genewiz (genewiz.com, South Plainfield,
NJ) to confirm correct splice junctions between adjacent exons and accurate transition from
endogenous coding sequence to the in-frame inserted exogenous expression cassette. Sequence
data were analyzed by Geneious Prime software (geneious.com, Auckland, New Zealand).
SURVEYOR Assay for iCAP edited MED13L allele. In order to evaluate the efficiency of
the mutation correction by exchange of exon 20 mediated by iCAP genome editing, the
SURVEYOR nuclease assay was performed to estimate the reduction of mutant alleles in edited
cell populations in comparison with those in un-edited patient cells. Genomic DNAs were
extracted from WI-38 fibroblasts [MED13Lexon20(+/+)], the MED13L Syndrome patient cells
[MED13Lexon20(+/-)], 4-1-2 cells [MED13Lexon20(+/-, +/+)], and 5-1-2 cells [MED13Lexon20(+/-, +/+)].
Nested PCRs were performed individually with genomic DNAs from each group of cells. An
approximate 593 bp PCR fragment was generated using a forward primer F1 (pJ414:
TATCAGATGTGTAGGCTTGGGCAG) corresponding to the intron19-20 sequence immediately
5’ of exon20 and a reverse primer R1 (pJ355: GTCTCCTTTCAGACTGATTCCATG) with the
corresponding intron20-21 sequence downstream of the region presented in the dRT, therefore
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excluding amplification from randomly integrated dRTs. The resultant PCR fragment would
contain the exon20 sequences with and without the single thymine duplication as well as the
intron20-21 sequence with the 3’ cleavage sites (for cognate Cas9 or Cas12a cleavage) (Fig. 6a).
To exclude any mismatch occurring at the 3’ cleavage sites from the assay, the 593 bp PCR
products were used as templates for a second round of PCR to produce a 270 bp fragment with the
same

forward

primer

F1

(pJ414)

and

a

reverse

primer

R2

(pJ415:

AAAAGAAGGGATGGGACGGATTTG) corresponding to the intron sequence 3’ of exon20 but
distantly 5’ to the 3’ cleavage sites. This smaller PCR fragment would only contain the single
nucleotide duplication in exon20 as a mismatch location (Fig. 6a) and thus used for the
SURVEYOR assay.
In Brief, the 270-bp PCR products from each group of cells were column purified and then
an aliquot of 0.5 μg was heated at 100oC for 10 minutes for denaturing, followed by a slow cool
for 1hour at room temperature to allow re-hybridization to form WT homoduplex, mutant
homoduplex and WT/mutant heteroduplex fragments. The re-hybridized PCR products were used
for the SURVEYOR assay according to manufacturer’s protocols (IDT, Coralville, IA), and results
were analyzed on a 2% agarose gel (Fig. 6b). Cleavage by SURVEYOR nuclease at the mismatch
site generates smaller fragments predicted as 156-bp and 114-bp bands. To quantify the ratio of
mutant and non-mutant allele, the bands of 270 bp (a), 156 bp (b) and 114 bp (c) fragments in an
agarose gel were visualized and the intensities of each band were measured on a Gel Logic 112
Digital Imaging System with Molecular Imaging Software 5.0 (mi.carestreamhealth.com,
Rochester, NY). Values for the relative intensities of individual gel bands were obtained (Table
S2). The indel rate for each group of cell populations was determined by the formula, [1- (11/2

(b+c)/(a+b+c)) ] x100 (Ran et al, 2013), where a is the intensity of un-cleaved PCR product, and
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b and c are the intensities of cleavage products in each group of cell populations. A reduced indel
rate in a group of iCAP edited patient cell populations reflects reductions of the mismatch as a
result of the elimination of a thymine duplication from MED13L mutant alleles. By a cross
reference to the indel rate in un-edited patient cells, mismatch reduction percentage was estimated
by the formula, [1- (e/m)] x100, where e is an indel rate in non-clonal edited patient cell
populations and m is the indel rate in un-edited MED13LS1497F patient cells, an indirect reflection
of iCAP editing efficiency.
Detection of cellular oxidative stress with dihydroethidium (DHE) probe. 2 x 104 cells
collected from each cell group of WI-38, unedited and edited MED13LS1497F patient fibroblasts
were plated in wells of 12-well plates respectively and cultured in the same condition as described
above for 24 hours. Cells were then harvested by trypsinization followed by centrifugation,
resuspended in 300 µl of PBS containing 10 µM DHE (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA)
and maintained in the dark at 37oC for 30 min. Fluorescence was measured by BD AccuriTM C6
flow cytometer. All measurements were conducted for three independent cultures of each cell
group and with 10,000 events. Data were analyzed by FlowJo (Tree Star, Inc., Ashland, OR) and
statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t test with p £ 0.05 considered significant.
Off-target effect analysis. The top 4 or 5 off-target (OT) sites for each gRNAs selected for
the study were chosen based on predication by the online gRNA design tool Benchling
(www.benchling.com). The “position” of the OT sites designates their predicted cut-site at
genomic location proceeded by a chromosome number reported by the Benchling software (Table
S3). PCR primers were designed to amplify an approximately 600 bp product with 300 bp 5’ and
3’ flanking the predicted cut-site and listed in Table S4. PCR amplicons produced from
experimental (edited) and control (unedited or wildtype) genomic DNA samples were Sanger
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Sequenced by GeneWiz sequencing service. DNA sequences were then compared & analyzed by
using the online Inference of CRISPR Edits (ICE) algorithm tool (Conant, et al, 2022)
(https://www.synthego.com/products/bioinformatics/crispr-analysis). A report of ICE analysis
provides an R2 value and indel rate. The R2 value between 0-1.0 indicates “goodness of fit” for
the alignment of the sequence data and model created for each comparison between experimental
and control samples as well as for a value that predictes indel percentage or frequency of indels in
the experimental sample compared to control. An acceptable R2 value is >0.8, and an indel
percentage of >5% indicates a true indel.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Overview of iCAP genome editing and experimental testing in mouse genome editing.
(a) Depicted strategy of iCAP genome editing mediated by CRISPR/Cas9. (b) Precisely concurrent
insertion of exogenous sequences at two locations in each of two mouse gene loci by iCAP.
Schematic of the gene region spanning last two exons in Slc35f2 and Slc35f6 gene loci (top). Two
gRNA target sequences (yellow arrowhead) where two insertions are intended are Cas9 cleavage
sites for excision of GTS. Salmon line and box, overhang substrate sequence (OSS). Schematic of
Xmal-NdeI restricted dRT construct (middle). Cas9 cleavages at engineered gRNA target sites
(blue arrowhead) release EIF that is GTS with precise insertion of the FRT3 site and expression
cassette and flanked by 40-bp OSS (salmon line and box). Grey line, vector backbone sequence;
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grey NheI, restriction site lost. Predicted iCAP edited gene locus (bottom). Cas9 cleavages at the
gene locus and dRT in nucleus (in-situ) excise both GTS and EIF exposing defined DNA ends, OSS.
In end-resection mediated DNA repairs, 5’→3’ end resection within OSS creates complementary
3’ overhangs at corresponding genomic and EIF ends for annealing and ligation resulting in iCAP
replacement of GTS with EIF. F1/R1 and F2/R2, locations of primer pairs for genotyping. (c)
Genotyping results of 9 animals (A-J) indicates Animal G as a candidate carrying iCAP edited
Slc35f2 gene locus. (d) Genotyping results of 16 animals (A-P) indicates Animals D and J as
candidates carrying iCAP edited Slc35f6 gene locus.
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a

b

Figure 2. DNA sequence of iCAP edited loci in animals. (a) Schematic and sequences of the edited
region of Slc35f2 gene locus in Animal G. The end-joining at 5’ cleavage site is error free. The
dRT’s uncut 3’ end (indicated by N/X) and the genomic DSB end at 3’ cleavage site are bridged by
a 2.7 kb linker originated from a contaminated vector backbone fragment (N/X-△E/△X) and an
uncut 5’ portion of a second copy of dRT (△E/△X-3’cleavage site) resulting in a total of 3.0 kb
extension at the 3’ end of EIF (top). SEQ. I, sequence spanning the end-joining at 5’ cleavage site;
SEQ. II, sequence region of the EIF’s 3’ end with an uncut engineered gRNA target sequence; SEQ.
III, sequence showing the end-joining at 3’ cleavage site. Vertical grey dotted line indicates the
linker’s 3’ DSB end generated by possible Cas9 cleavage at a cryptic site near exon8-APEX2
junction in the second copy of dRT molecule. (b) Schematic and DNA sequences of iCAP edited
Slc35f6 gene locus in Animal D. The end-joining at 5’ cleavage site is error free. An extra 40-bp
sequence (purple box) links the EIF’s 3’end with the genomic DSB end at 3’ cleavage site (top).
SEQ. I, sequence showing the end-joining at 5’ cleavage site; SEQ. II, sequence region showing
the end-joining at 3’ cleavage site with addition of extra 40-bp sequence (purple). Black bold
bases flanking blue vertical dash lines, sequences not included in dRT; vertical black dotted lines,
locations of 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites; underlined nucleotide (nt), 2-nt micro-homology ends; delta
sign, deletions. Restriction sites: N, NdeI; X, Xmal; E, EagI; grey NheI, the site lost; black NheI, the
site retained.
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Figure 3. Expression of transcripts from iCAP edited mouse alleles. (a) Schematic of transcripts
expressed from WT and edited Slc35f2 alleles (top left). Purple arrow, location of primers used
for RT-PCR. Agarose gel image showing specific RT-PCR fragments corresponding to the wildtype
and edited Slc35f2 transcripts expressed in tissues of brain and kidney where the gene is highly
expressed (top right). Sequences of RT-PCR fragments showing the correctly spliced junction of
exon 7-8 and in-frame expressed reporter gene APEX2 at the boundary (exon8-APEX2) between
the last codon of Slc35f2 and the first codon of APEX2 (bottom). (b) Schematic showing
transcripts expressed from WT and edited Slc35f6 alleles (top left). Purple arrow, location of
primers used for RT-PCR. Agarose gel image showing specific RT-PCR fragments corresponding to
the wildtype and edited Slc35f6 mRNAs in tissues of brain and kidney where the gene is highly
expressed (top right). Sequences of RT-PCR fragments showing the correctly spliced junctions of
exon 4-5 and 5-6 as well as in-frame expressed reporter gene APEX2 at the boundary (exon6APEX2) between the last codon of Slc35f6 and the first codon of APEX2 (bottom). A 123-bp RTPCR fragment was generated from the endogenously expressed Gapdh transcript as a positive
control. Lane Edited, tissues of edited mice; Lane WT, tissues of wildtype mice.
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c

Figure 4. Cas9 mediated iCAP genome editing of MED13L locus for exchange of exon 20. (a)
Schematic of the human MED13L locus showing mutant exon 20 and flanking regions in
MED13LS1497F patient cells (top). A thymine duplication is indicated as a T in red, locations of
gRNA target sequence as yellow arrowheads and 100-bp overhang substrate sequence (OSS) in
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salmon lines. Schematic showing the design of a DNA replacement template (middle). Gray lines,
parts of vector backbone sequences; blue arrowheads, engineered gRNA target sequence;
salmon lines, 100-bp OSS; green vertical arrows, location of mutated PAM sites associated with
genomic gRNA target sequences flanking exon 20. Schematic illustrating predicted structure of
the edited region as a result of iCAP replacement of GTS with the EIF excised from dRT (bottom).
Purple F1/R1 and F2/R2, location of primers for genotyping. (b) Genotypic identification of iCAP
edited MED13L allele in CRISPR/Cas9/dRT transfected patient cell populations. Arrows indicate
expected PCR products specifically amplified from iCAP edited alleles. (c) DNA sequence of iCAP
edited MED13L allele. Schematic of the edited region confirmed as a result of replacement of
GTS with the EIF (top). Δ, deletion; green vertical arrow, location of the mutated PAM site in EIF.
Sequences spanning junctions at 5’ and 3’paste sites and codon 1497 (bottom). SEQ. I, junction
at 5’ paste site showing loss of 55-bp intronic DNA and first 70-bp hPGK promoter sequence of
the Puro-cassette. SEQ. II, sequence of Puro cassette polyA and 3’ portion of exon 20 showing
wildtype codon 1497 in blue frame. SEQ. III, error-free end joining at the junction of 3’ paste site.
Bases 5’ and 3’ of a vertical blue dash line, sequence not included in the dRT; vertical black dotted
lines, the 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites; yellow shaded bases, parts of gRNA target sequences retained;
Bases in black, intron sequence; bases in grey, exon 20 sequence.
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c

Figure 5. Cas12a mediated iCAP genome editing of MED13L locus for exchange of exon 20. (a)
Schematic of the human MED13L locus showing mutant exon 20 and flanking regions in
MED13LS1497F patient cells (top). A thymine duplication is indicated as a T in red, locations of
gRNA target sequence as brown arrowheads. Schematic showing the design of a DNA
replacement template (middle). Gray lines, parts of vector backbone sequences. Schematic
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illustrating predicted structure of the edited region as a result of iCAP replacement of GTS with
the EIF excised from dRT (bottom). Purple F1/R1 and F2/R2, location of primers for genotyping.
(b) Genotypic identification of iCAP edited MED13L allele in CRISPR/Cas12a/dRT transfected
patient cell populations. Arrows indicate expected PCR products specifically amplified from iCAP
edited alleles. (c) DNA sequence of iCAP edited MED13L allele. Schematic of the edited region
confirmed as a result of replacement of GTS with the EIF (top). Brown triangle boxes indicate
parts of gRNA target sequences deleted. Sequences spanning junctions at 5’ and 3’paste sites and
codon 1497 (bottom). SEQ. I, junction sequence at 5’ paste site showing deletion of 8-bp from
the upstream (5’) gRNA target sequence in the 5’ end of EIF. SEQ. II, sequence of Puro cassette
polyA and 3’ portion of exon 20 showing wildtype codon 1497 in blue frame. SEQ. III, junction
sequence at 3’ paste site revealing deletion of 9-bp from the downstream (3’) gRNA target
sequence in the 3’ end of EIF. Bases 5’ and 3’ of a vertical brown dash line, sequence not included
in the dRT; vertical brown dash lines, the 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites; bases in brown, parts of gRNA
target sequences retained; bases indicated by red asterisks, possible complementary overhangs
of one or two nucleotides (nt) or microhomology nt; underlined bases in deletion boxes,
overhang nt generated by Cas12 cut; bases in green frame, PAM sites.
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Figure 6. Reduction of mutant MED13L alleles correlates to reversal of a cellularly pathogenic
phenotype. SURVEYOR assay for evaluation of mismatch reduction at codon 1497 in puromycin
resistant MED13LS1497F cell populations transfected with editing constructs. (a) Schematic
showing preparation of a specific PCR product for the SURVEYOR assay. The 270-bp product
amplified in F1/R2 primed 2nd-round PCR contains codon 1497 in exon20 as a sole mismatch
location indicated by the red asterisk. (b) SURVEYOR assay for mismatch at codon 1497 in unedited MED13LS1497F patient fibroblasts (Patient cells), the non-clonal edited patient cell
populations transfected with either dRT/sgRNA/Cas9 (4-1-2) or dRT/sgRNA/Cas12a (5-1-2), and
WI-38 normal cells (WT cells). Determinations of indel and mismatch reduction can be found in
Table S2. (c) Quantification of relative band intensities of undigested PCR product a and cleavage
products b and c in each group of cell populations. (d) Levels of cellular oxidative stress in group
4-1-2 and 5-1-2 of non-clonal edited patient cells (green bars), un-edited MED13LS1497F patient
cells (yellow bar), and wildtype cells (red bar), n=3, ★p£0.05, ★★p£0.01.
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Figure 7. Perfect deletions of genomic target segments and error-free end rejoining without
replacement. Schematic of mouse gene loci and sequences at 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites before (a)
and after (b) deletion. Black arrow, locations of DSBs by Cas9 cleavage; yellow arrowhead and
bases in yellow, Cas9 gRNA target sequence; bases in green, PAM site; dotted vertical line,
boundary of error-free end-joining; underlined bases, genomic sequences flanking cleavage sites;
delta frame, deleted GTS. Schematic of MED13L allele and sequences at 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites
flanking exon 20 before (c) and after (d) deletion. Black arrow, locations of DSBs by Cas9 cut;
orange arrow, locations of DSBs by Cas12a cleavage; red asterisk, location of a thymine
duplication; purple arrow, primers for PCR genotyping; bases highlighted in yellow, Cas9 gRNA
target sequence; bases highlighted in orange, Cas12a gRNA target sequence; bases in green, PAM
site; dotted vertical line, boundary of error-free end-joining; underlined bases, genomic
sequences flanking cleavage sites; delta frame, deleted GTS containing exon 20; bases in orange
frame, retained 5’ overhang of 5-nt at the staggered genomic DSB end generated by Cas12a
cleavage at 5’ cleavage site.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

Figure S1. DNA sequences at up- (5’) and downstream (3’) cleavage sites in loci of mouse genome
and in edited isogenic fragment on dRT. (a) DNA sequence at 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites in Slc35f2
gene locus (top). Two gRNA target sequences (indicated by arrowed yellow bars) flank a 492 bp
genomic target segment (GTS) containing partial intron 7-8 and coding sequence of exon 8. Cas9
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cleavages (black arrows) excise GTS and expose end sequences of 40-bp as overhang substrate
sequence (OSS) shaded in salmon. Edited sequence structures in EIF on Slc35f2 dRT (bottom).
Two genomic gRNA target sequences are disrupted by insertions of a FRT3 site and an APEX2-Cre
expression cassette, respectively. Cas9 cleavages (blue arrows) at engineered gRNA target sites
excise the 4386-bp EIF, which contains GTS with precisely inserted exogenous sequences, and
expose the EIF’s end sequences of 40-bp OSS, homology to those at the corresponding genomic
ends. A PAM site (in parentheses) is unintentionally created in the truncated 3’ gRNA target
sequence at the junction of exon8-APEX2. (b) DNA sequence at 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites in Slc35f6
gene locus (top). Two gRNA target sequences (indicated by arrowed yellow bars) flank a 579 bp
GTS containing partial intron 5-6 and coding sequence of exon 6. Edited sequence structures in
EIF on Slc35f6 dRT (bottom). Two genomic gRNA target sequences are disrupted by insertions of
a FRT3 site and APEX2-Cre expression cassette, respectively. As the 3’ gRNA target sequence is
coding DNA for last 9 amino acids, non-sense mutations are made to the sequence and PAM site
at the junction of exon6-APEX2 to avoid cleavage. Cas9 cleavages (blue arrows) at engineered
gRNA target sites excise the 4501-bp EIF. (c) DNA sequence at 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites in P2y14
gene locus (top) and edited sequence structures in EIF on P2y14 dRT (bottom). Cas9 cleavages
(blue arrows) at engineered gRNA target sites excise the 5482-bp EIF. Bases in salmon, OSS; bases
in red frame, stop codon; faded stop sign, location of original stop codon; vertical arrows, Cas9
cleavage sites.
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Figure S2. Maps of plasmids containing dRT fragments for mouse gene editing. (a) Slc35f2 dRT
plasmid. (b) Slc35f6 dRT plasmid. XmaI-NdeI-EagI triple restriction enzyme digestions produce
Xmal-NdeI dRT fragments (5193-bp Slc35f2 dRT and 5308-bp Slc35f6 dRT) and two smaller EagIXmaI and EagI-NdeI vector backbone fragments for clear separation of dRT fragment from vector
backbone. (c) P2y14 dRT plasmid. SpeI-NotI-ScaI triple restriction enzyme digestions produce
SpeI-NotI dRT fragment (5599-bp) and two smaller ScaI-SpeI and ScaI-NotI vector backbone
fragments.
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Figure S3. Exchange between 3’ ends of two different edited isogenic fragments by gene
conversion. Schematic and sequence of Slc35f6 dRT (top panel). The 5’ portion of EIF from Slc35f6
dRT contributed to the corresponding portion of pasted EIF in the edited Slc35f6 allele (middle).
Schematic and sequence of P2y14 dRT (bottom panel). The 3’ portion of EIF from P2y14 dRT
contributed to the corresponding portion of pasted EIF in the edited Slc35f6 allele as both P2y14
dRT and Slc35f6 dRT were co-introduced into zygote. The exchange between the identical 3’
portions of the two different EIFs might be an outcome of nonallelic gene conversion. Sequence
in salmon, OSS flanking Slc35f6 EIF; sequence in purple, OSS flanking P2y14 EIF; NheI in grey, the
site lost; NheI in black, the site retained.
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Figure S4. Edited P2y14 allele in Animal N. (a) Depicted strategy of iCAP genome editing mediated
by CRISPR/Cas9. (b) Genotyping results of 16 mice. An expected PCR product of 2,216-bp
spanning the junction of 5’ paste site and a larger than predicted (1,988-bp) PCR fragment
spanning the junction of 3’ paste site indicates that Animal N is a candidate containing iCAP edited
allele. (c) Schematic showing targeted integration of an edited isogenic fragment (EIF) excised
from P2y14 dRT at the 5’ cleavage site (top) and DNA sequence of edited P2y14 region (sequence
panel). The end-joining between the 5’ genomic DSB end at 5’ cleavage site and the 5’ end of
P2y14 EIF is error free (SEQ. I). The 3’ end of P2y14 EIF was properly exposed by Cas9 cleavage
but the 3’ genomic end is in fact the PAM proximal DSB end at the same 5’ cleavage site rather
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than at the 3’ cleavage site where no cleavage occurs. These two relatively undefined ends are
bridged by a linker of 187 bp sequence comprised of a 44 bp vector backbone section that is the
sequence at the 5’ end of dRT to mask OSS and a 143 bp sequence identical to part of
mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit I (Cox1) gene (SEQ. II). Black bold bases, sequences
not included in dRT; NheI, restriction site.
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Figure S5. Sequence structures at 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites in MED13L locus and at engineered
gRNA target sites in iCAP Cas9 dRT. (a) Sequence structures at 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites in MED13L
locus. These two cleavage sites flanking exon 20 are used for excision of GTS. Bases highlighted
in salmon, 5’ 100-bp and 3’ 100-bp OSS respectively; yellow-boxed arrow, gRNA target sequences
with PAM site in green frame; black arrows, locations of DSB induced by Cas9; black dotted line,
the intervening sequence (GTS) between DSBs. (b) Sequence structures at engineered gRNA
target sites in iCAP Cas9 dRT. The engineerd gRNA target sites are used for excision of the edited
isogenic fragment (EIF) from dRT. Blue-boxed arrow, engineered gRNA target sequences with
PAM site in blue frame; vertical blue arrow, locations of DSB induced by Cas9; bases highlighted
in salmon, 5’ 100-bp and 3’ 100-bp OSS respectively; crossed yellow-boxed arrow, disabled gRNA
target sequences with mutated PAM site in green delta frame; black dotted line, the EIF between
two outer cuts.
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Figure S6. Sequence structures at 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites in MED13L locus and in iCAP Cas12a
dRT. (a) Sequence structures at 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites in MED13L locus. These two cleavage
sites flanking exon 20 are used for excision of GTS. Dark orange boxed arrow, gRNA target
sequences with PAM site in green frame; brown arrow and elbow line, locations of staggered DSB
induced by Cas12a; black dotted line, the intervening sequence (GTS) between DSBs. (b)
Sequence structures at the 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites that are fully retained in iCAP Cas12a dRT. The
same 5’ and 3’ cleavage sites are used for excision of the edited isogenic fragment (EIF) from dRT.
Dark orange boxed arrow, gRNA target sequences with PAM site in green frame; brown arrow
and elbow line, locations of staggered DSB induced by Cas12a; black dotted line, the EIF between
DSBs.
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Figure S7. Map of CRISPR/Cas9 expression plasmid and dRT-containing plasmid for MED13L
editing. (a) Plasmid for expression of CRISPR/Cas9. In addition to Cas9 gene, the plasmid contains
three crRNA genes (yellow and blue boxes) for expressions of three different sgRNAs. Two of the
sgRNAs target the 5’ and 3’ gRNA sites flanking exon 20 of the MED13L gene for inducing 5’ and
3’ cleavages to excise GTS, and the third one targets the engineered gRNA target site for inducing
“outer cuts” to excise EIF from the dRT. (b) Plasmid containing dRT used for Cas9 mediated iCAP
editing. SphI-SacI restriction digestion produces the 2145-bp dRT fragment used for transfection.
Blue boxes, engineered gRNA target sites; green arrows, mutated PAM sites associated with
genomic gRNA target sites; grey bar, vector backbone sequence.
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Figure S8. Map of CRISPR/Cas12a expression plasmid and dRT-containing plasmid for MED13L
editing. (a) Plasmid for expression of CRISPR/Cas12a. In addition to Cas12a gene, the plasmid
contains two crRNA genes (orange box). The expressed sgRNAs target the 5’ and 3’ gRNA sites
flanking exon 20 for inducing 5’ and 3’ cleavages to excise both GTS from the endogenous
MED13L gene and EIF from the dRT. (b) Plasmid containing dRT used for Cas12a mediated iCAP
editing. SphI-SacI restriction digestion produces the 2139-bp dRT fragment used for transfection.
Orange arrowheads, genomic 5’ and 3’ gRNA target sites; grey bar, vector backbone sequence.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES

Table S1. Production of iCAP edited animals

1

One-cell stage embryos were transferred to surrogates following microinjections.
Founder animals carrying edited alleles with knockin of exogenous sequences by iCAP (Slc35f2 and
Slc35f6), targeted integration (P2y14) and homologous recombination (partial knockin Slc35f6).
3
Founder animals carrying edited alleles with precise insertions exogenous sequences as designed by
iCAP genome editing method.
%= (No. of edited mice/ No. of mice born) x 100.
2

Table S2. Measured values of relative band intensity in SURVEYOR assay

a
b
c

4-1-2
(Cas9)
.5788
.2766
.1445

5-1-2
(Cas12a)
.5944
.2726
.1330

Patient
cells
.4875
.3332
.1793

WT
Cells
1
-----

Note. 4-1-2 (Cas9), non-clonal edited MED13LS1497F patient cell populations by iCAP using Cas9; 5-1-2
(Cas12a), non-clonal edited MED13LS1497F patient cell populations by iCAP using Cas12a; Patient cells,
1/2

MED13LS1497F patient fibroblasts; WT, WI-38 normal fibroblasts. Indel % = [1- (1-(b+c)/(a+b+c)) ] x100,
where a is the intensity of un-cleaved PCR product, and b and c are the intensities of cleavage products.
Mismatch reduction percentage is estimated by the formula, [1- (e/m)] x100, where e is an indel rate in
non-clonal edited patient cell populations and m is the indel rate in un-edited MED13LS1497F patient cells.
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Table S3. Analysis for Cas effector activities at top off-target sites
gRNA

gRNA sequence

Off-target sequence (site)

Position

Off-target
score

R2 value, indel rate
(ICE analysis)

Slc35f2
5’gRNA
(Cas9)

catttgtaatcctagcacctggg

1) catttgtaatcctagcacccaag
2) catttgtaatcctaacacctagg
3) catctgtaatcctagcatctgag
4) cattcgtcagcctagcacctaag

1:-132765721
3:-148520963
11:-43355504
16:-20589410

41.7
26.8
2.4
2.4

1.00,
0.98,
1.00,
1.00,

0%
0%
0%
0%

Slc35f2
3’gRNA
(Cas9)

ccactctgcagtcttgtagctgg

1) cctctgtgcagtcttgtagctgg
2) cccctctccattcttgtagccag
3) ccgctctccagtcttggagctag
4) ccacactccagacttgtagccag

2:137271832
5:-46669479
2:155606318
15:-62212666

3.4
1.6
1.4
1.4

1.00,
1.00,
1.00,
1.00,

0%
0%
0%
0%

Engineer
gRNA
(Cas9)

gtgcttcgatatcgatcgtttgg

1) gagtttctatattgatcgttcag
2) ttgtttcaatatcaatcgttcag
3) gtgtttggatatagatggtttag
4) gtgtttggatctccatcgttggg

1:27826884
3:26672907
5:73643088
19:48078110

0.7
0.3
0.2
0.1

1.00,
1.00,
1.00,
1.00,

0%
0%
0%
0%

Slc35f6
5’gRNA
(Cas9)

ttgtcatttgagtgacatcgagg

1) ttgtcacttgagtgacatcggag
2) gtgccatttgagtgacatcgtag
3) ttgtcatgtaaatgacatcgagg
4) ttgtaaattgagtgacatcagag

3:24550915
18:-83586478
9:83133782
12:90500745

68.3
5.7
1.1
1.1

1.00,
1.00,
1.00,
1.00,

0%
0%
0%
0%

Slc35f6
3’gRNA
(Cas9)

agagactgctaggtgacagtcgg

1) agaggctgctaggtgactgtggg
2) acagactactaggtgacaggaag
3) ggagactgggaggtgacagttag
4) agagtcacctaggtgacagtagg

11:-95539357
7:133085350
15:74835570
8:10566287

2.2
1.9
1.7
1.7

1.00,
1.00,
1.00,
1.00,

0%
0%
0%
0%

Engineer
gRNA
(Cas9)

gtgcttcgatatcgatcgtttgg

1) gagtttctatattgatcgttcag
2) ttgtttcaatatcaatcgttcag
3) gtgtttggatatagatggtttag
4) gtgtttggatctccatcgttggg

1:27826884
3:26672907
5:73643088
19:48078110

0.7
0.3
0.2
0.1

1.00,
1.00,
1.00,
0.98,

0%
0%
0%
0%

P2y14
5’gRNA
(Cas9)

ccctgcaccactcgtcatgtagg

1) ccctgcatccctcgtcctgtgag
2) tcctaccacactcgtcatgtggg
3) tccagaacccctcgtcatgttgg
4) cactgaaccacttgtcatgtgag

15:74040193
2:-146517125
X:38316846
16:-88541662

1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8

0.97,
0.99,
0.98,
1.00,

0%
0%
0%
0%

P2y14
3’gRNA
(Cas9)

tgataatacttggaaggggatgg

1) ttataatgcatggaaggggaagg
2) tgataatccttgaaaggggaaag
3) tgcggatacttggaaggggaggg
4) agataagacctggaaggggagag

17:-54841258
6:94168209
7:3411319
8:93120381

2.6
2.5
2.3
1.9

1.00,
1.00,
1.00,
0.99,

0%
0%
0%
0%

Engineer
gRNA
(Cas9)

gtgcttcgatatcgatcgtttgg

1) gagtttctatattgatcgttcag
2) ttgtttcaatatcaatcgttcag
3) gtgtttggatatagatggtttag
4)gtgtttggatctccatcgttggg

1:27826884
3:26672907
5:73643088
19:48078110

0.7
0.3
0.2
0.1

1.00,
1.00,
0.97,
0.98,

0%
0%
0%
0%

MED13L
5’gRNA
(Cas9)

gaatctcccttgctaaccattgg

1) tattctccctcgctaaccatcag
2) gaatatactttgctaaccatcag
3) gaatctccctttgtaaccataag
4) gtgtttgccttgctaaccatgag

13:-71671658
12:-7988197
X:6803271
3:-146954003

1.7
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.00,
1.00,
0.99,
0.98,

0%
0%
0%
0%

MED13L
3’gRNA
(Cas9)

atgttgcatctataaaagaaggg

1) atgtttcatctataaaagaatgg
2) atgttgcaagtataaaagaatgg
3) atgtggcatctatagaagaagag
4) atgttacatcaataaaagaatgg
5) gtgtttcgtctataaaagaaggg

1:-218624574
3:-84644957
2:-58799346
14:49850611
7:107394932

60.5
2.9
2.3
2.1
1.7

0.98, 0%
1.00, 0%
0.99, 0%
---- #
1.00, 0%
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#

Engineer
gRNA
(Cas9)

gtgcttcgatatcgatcgtttgg

1) gttcatcgatatcgatcgctgag
2) gtcattcgaaatcaatcgtttgg
3) ttgattcgatatggatctttaag
4) gtgcttagacattgattgttgag
5) gtgattctatatccatcgtcaag

11:-92353918
10:-93786308
2:136277042
9:-9872964
16:-28110860

1.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1

1.00, 0%
---- #
1.00, 0%
1.00, 0%
1.00, 0%

MED13L
5’gRNA
(Cas12a)

tttagggttatcacatgcaatcaaacc

1) tttagagttttcacatgcaatagatga
2) ttttgaattatcacaagcaatctatgt
3) tttcagcttatcacatgctttcaactt
4) tttgggagtatcacatggaataaaata

7:39223991
14:-65672376
11:-78352455
4:-42863609

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.97,
0.99,
1.00,
1.00,

0%
0%
0%
0%

MED13L
3’gRNA
(Cas12a)

tttatagatgcaacattatatttcttt

1) tttttaaatgcaacattatatttgtgt
2) ttttaagatgcaaaattatatttggaa
3) tttttaaatgcaacattttatttaaca
4) tttctatatgaaacattatattttcct

18:-30807907
8:-89884267
3:76325187
5:-120324797

4.4
0.6
0.5
0.5

0.99,
0.98,
0.96,
0.95,

0%
0%
0%
0%

Multiple efforts to amplify the off-target sites by PCR were unsuccessful.

Table S4. A list of primers and oligonucleotides used in the study
Name

Sequence

Note
Mouse Genome Editing

Production of genomic DNA fragments
pJ138

TTACTGTACTGACCCATTGTGCGG

P2y14 exon 2, R

pJ153

GGGTCTCTCTCATGATGTGCATAG

Slc35f2 intron 7-8, F

pJ154

ATTGCACCAACATCCCAGACTGTC

Slc35f2 exon 8, R

pJ159

TATACACTTCCTCTAGAGGGAGCG

Slc35f6 intron 5-6, F

pJ160

GTGAATTCTTGCCATTCAAGCTCG

Slc35f6 exon 6, R

pJ187

ATGTGCTGAATCTCAACTTGCCG

P2y14 intron 1-2, F

Production of templates for in vitro transcription of sgRNAs*
pJ122

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTGCTTCGATATCGATCGTTGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ135

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGATAATACTTGGAAGGGGATGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ136

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGTGATAATACTTGGAAGGGGAGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ149

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGCCCTAGACTGTATGAACCAGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ150

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGCATTTGTAATCCTAGCACCTGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ151

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGCCACTCTGCAGTCTTGTAGCGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ152

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGCCAGCTACAAGACTGCAGAGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ155

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGTTGTCATTTGAGTGACATCGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ156

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGAGAGGGACAGATCCTGAGAGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

70

Cas9 Eng-gRNA, F (EnggRNA used for editing)
P2y14 3' gRNA exon 2, F
P2y14 3'gRNA exon 2, F
(gRNA #2 used for
editing)
Slc35f2 5' gRNA intron
7-8, F
Slc35f2 5'gRNA intron 78, F (gRNA #1 used for
editing)
Slc35f2 3'gRNA exon 8,
F (gRNA #2 used for
editing)
Slc35f2 3' gRNA exon 8,
F
Slc35f6 5'gRNA intron 56, F (gRNA #1 used for
editing)
Slc35f6 5' gRNA intron
5-6, F
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pJ157

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGATCTCACTGCGGGCTCAGCGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ158

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGTGGCAGCAGAGATCTCACTGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ161

AAAAGCACCGACTCGGTGCC

pJ165

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGAGAGACTGCTAGGTGACAGTGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ185

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGCCCTGCACCACTCGTCATGTGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ186

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGCCAGAGTCCTACATGACGAGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

Slc35f6 3' gRNA exon 6,
F
Slc35f6 3' gRNA exon 6,
F
pX330 tracrRNA, R
Slc35f6 3'gRNA exon 6,
F (gRNA #2 used for
editing)
P2y14 5' gRNA intron 12, F (gRNA #1 used for
editing)
P2y14 5' gRNA intron 12, F

DNA replacement template construction**

pJ174

CCACATTTGTAATCCTAGCAGAAGTTCCTATTCCGAAGTTCCTATTCTTCAAATAGTATAGGAACTTC
CCTGGGAGGTAGAAATAGGAGGATCAG
GCGCGGAATTCGTGCTTCGATATCGATCGTTTGGAGACTGTATGAACCAGTGGCCCACATTTGTAATC
CTAGCAG
GCGCGGAATTCCAAGACTGCAGAGTGGGTCTCC

Slc35f2 5’ FRT3 insertion
Step 1, F
Slc35f2 5’ Eng-gRNA
target Step 2, F
Slc35f2 5’portion dRT, R

pJ175

ctagAGCTGGACAAGCCACAGACTCTGGCATGTCACCAGGAGAGCCAAACGATCGATATCGAAGCAC

pJ176

ctagGTGCTTCGATATCGATCGTTTGGCTCTCCTGGTGACATGCCAGAGTCTGTGGCTTGTCCAGCT

pJ177

pJ179

GAGTTGTCATTTGAGTGACAGAAGTTCCTATTCCGAAGTTCCTATTCTTCAAATAGTATAGGAACTTC
TCGAGGCAGAGGGACAGA
GCGCGGAATTCGTGCTTCGATATCGATCGTTTGGCCGTGGGTTTGGAAACCAATGAGTTGTCATTTGA
GTGACAG
GCGCGGAATTCACTCGCCTCGTTAATAGGGGTTCGGCTGTCACCTAGCAGTCTCTCTTGCTC

Slc35f2 3’ Eng-gRNA
target, F
Slc35f2 3’ Eng-gRNA
target, R
Slc35f6 5’ FRT3 insertion
Step 1, F
Slc35f6 5’ Eng-gRNA
target Step 2, F
Slc35f6 5’portion dRT, R

pJ180

ctagAGTCGGACTCCCATCAATGAAGCCAGCTGAGCCCGCAGTGCCAAACGATCGATATCGAAGCAC

pJ181

ctagGTGCTTCGATATCGATCGTTTGGCACTGCGGGCTCAGCTGGCTTCATTGATGGGAGTCCGACT

pJ201

GATCCCTGCACCACTCGTCAGAAGTTCCTATTCCGAAGTTCCTATTCTTCAAATAGTATAGGAACTTC
TGTAGGACTCTGGGGCCATGGAACCTATG
CGCGCCCGGGGTGCTTCGATATCGATCGTTTGGAAGAAAGCATGCTACTCAGAGATCCCTGCACCAC
TCGTCAG

pJ172
pJ173

pJ178

(Non-sense codon changes)

pJ202
pJ203

CGCGCCCGGGCAAAGTATCTGTGCTTTCATGAATCG

pJ204

ctagCCTTCCAAGTATTATCAGTCTTGTTACATGATAATTAAGACCAAACGATCGATATCGAAGCAC

pJ205

ctagGTGCTTCGATATCGATCGTTTGGTCTTAATTATCATGTAACAAGACTGATAATACTTGGAAGG

Slc35f6 3’ Eng-gRNA
target, F
Slc35f6 3’ Eng-gRNA
target, R
P2y14 5’ FRT3 insertion
Step 1, F
P2y14 5' Eng-gRNA
target
Step 2, F
P2y14 5' portion dRT, R
P2y14 3' Eng-gRNA
target, F
P2y14 3' Eng-gRNA
target, R

Genotyping and sequencing
dn162

CGTCCAGCTCGACCAGGAT

dn739

TAGACAAACGCACACCGGCCTT

dn1202

GGGGTAACTAAACTGGTCGAGC

pJ214

CTGATCCTCCTATTTCTACCTCCCAGG

5' EGFP, R: paired with
pJ187
5’ IRES, R; paired with
pJ153 and pJ159
3’ CreNLS, F; paired
with pJ138, pJ154 and
pJ160
5’ Slc35f2 intron 7-8, R

pJ215

TTTCCTTGGCTGCTCGCCTATGTTG

WPRE, F

pJ226

GGTCACACCATCTACTCTTCACTG

5' P2y14 intron 1-2, R

pJ350

ATCATAGACAAGATCATTAGCCTGAACCTGAAACATAAAATG

pJ389

TTCTTCCCTTCCTTTCTCGCCACG

dRT vector backbone, F
(for Slc35f2 KI seq)
dRT vector backbone, R
(for Slc35f2 KI seq)

pJ416

AAATTGCTGGGATTACAGGCGTG

hGH poly(A), F

pJ417

TTGGGTACTGCTCAGTTAGTTTGG

dRT vector backbone, F
(for Slc35f2 KI seq)
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RT-PCR
dn736
dn737
pJ277

AGGTCGGTGTGAACGGATTTG
TGTAGACCATGTAGTTGAGGTCA
CATCCTGACAGCTGACCTTTACAG

pJ281
pJ283

GCGCATCTCTTCTCAGCGATGAAG
ACAAGCTCAGTGAAGTCATCACAG

GAPDH exon2/3, F
GAPDH exon 3,R
Slc35f2 exon 7, F; paired
with pJ281and pJ154
APEX2, R
Slc35f6 exon 4, F; paired
with pJ281 and pJ160

* Underlined sequence, T7 minimal promoter; sequence highlighted in yellow, gRNA sequence for Cas9 editing.
** Sequence in salmon, overhang substrate sequence; sequence in light blue, FRT3 site; underlined 6 nucleotides, restriction site used for
cloning; sequence in blue, engineered gRNA target sequence for Cas9; sequence in red italics, Slc35f6 non-sense codon nucleotide
substitution.

Human Genome Editing
Production of genomic DNA fragments
pJ327

AGCCTAGTCCAAGTTTTAGAGAG

MED13L exon 20, F

pJ328

AAACTGCCCAGAACACCAAACTGG

MED13L exon 20, R

M13 F

TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGT

Sequencing primer, F

M13 R

CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC

Sequencing primer, R

Production of templates for in vitro transcription of sgRNAs✝
pJ161

AAAAGCACCGACTCGGTGCC

pX330 tracrRNA, R

pJ122

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTGCTTCGATATCGATCGTTGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ227

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGtaatttctactaagtgtagat

pJ335

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAATCTCCCTTGCTAACCATGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ336

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGATTGGTACTGAATGAAGGAAGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ337

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCATCTATAAAAGAAGGGATGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ338

GCGCGCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGATGTTGCATCTATAAAAGAAGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC

pJ343

GGTTTGATTGCATGTGATAACCCatctacacttagtagaaatta

pJ344

CTTTTAGGGTTATCACATGCAATatctacacttagtagaaatta

pJ345

TGTGATAACCCTAAAAGAAAAAGatctacacttagtagaaatta

pJ346

TTACTTCTCCAATTCTACTTTGCatctacacttagtagaaatta

pJ347

TTGGCAAAGTAGAATTGGAGAAGatctacacttagtagaaatta

pJ348

AAAGAAATATAATGTTGCATCTAatctacacttagtagaaatta

pJ362

TTAAGGGTACATTACAATTACCTatctacacttagtagaaatta

pJ363

TTCAGGTAATTGTAATGTACCCTatctacacttagtagaaatta

pJ364

CCTTAAATTGCTATCTGTCTCTCatctacacttagtagaaatta

Cas9 Eng-gRNA, F (EnggRNA used for editing)
LbCpf1(Cas12a) T7RNAfold, F
Cas9 5’gRNA MED13L
intron 19-20, F (used for
editing)
Cas9 5’gRNA MED13L
intron 19-20, F
Cas9 3’gRNA MED13L
intron 20-21, F
Cas9 3’gRNA MED13L
intron 20-21, F (used for
editing)
Cas12a 5’gRNA
MED13L intron 19-20, R
(used for editing)
Cas12a 5’gRNA
MED13L intron 19-20, R
Cas12a 5’gRNA
MED13L intron 19-20, R
Cas12a 3’gRNA
MED13L intron 20-21, R
Cas12a 3’gRNA
MED13L intron 20-21, R
Cas12a 3’gRNA
MED13L intron 20-21, R
(used for editing)
Cas12a 5’gRNA
MED13L intron 19-20, R
Cas12a 5’gRNA
MED13L intron 19-20, R
Cas12a 5’gRNA
MED13L intron 19-20, R

Construction of sgRNA expression vectors✝✝
pJ123

GCCTTTTGCTGGCCTTTTGCTC

pJ124

CGGGCCATTTACCGTAAGTTATGTAACG

CRISPR/Cas9 Multiplex
Kit Seq Primer–F
CRISPR/Cas9 Multiplex
Kit Seq Primer-R
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pJ129

caccGTGCTTCGATATCGATCGTT

pJ130

aaacAACGATCGATATCGAAGCAC

pJ318

GGGCTATGAACTAATGACCCCG

pJ329

ATCGAACTAGTGAAAAGTGCCACCTGACGTC

pJ351

caccGAATCTCCCTTGCTAACCAT

pJ352

aaacATGGTTAGCAAGGGAGATTC

pJ353

caccATGTTGCATCTATAAAAGAA

pJ354

aaacTTCTTTTATAGATGCAACAT

pJ365

agatGGGTTATCACATGCAATCAAACC

pJ366

aaaaGGTTTGATTGCATGTGATAACCC

pJ367

agatTAGATGCAACATTATATTTCTTT

pJ368

aaaaAAAGAAATATAATGTTGCATCTA

Eng-gRNA crRNA insert
pX330S-3 top+BbsI
overhang
Eng-gRNA crRNA insert
pX330S-3 bottom+BbsI
overhang
LbCpf1(Cas12a)-plasmid
pTE4398-sgRNAinsertion-primer-R
LbCpf1(Cas12a)-plasmid
pTE4398-sgRNAinsertion-primer-F+SpeI
Cas9 5’gRNA MED13L
(pJ335) insert pX330A1x3 top+BbsI overhang
Cas9 5’gRNA MED13L
(pJ335) insert pX330A1x3 bottom+BbsI
overhang
Cas9 3’gRNA MED13L
(pJ338) insert pX330S-2
top+BbsI overhang
Cas9 3’gRNA MED13L
(pJ338) insert pX330S-2
bottom+BbsI overhang
Cas12a 5’gRNA
MED13L (pJ343) insert
pTE4398 bottom+BsmBI
overhang
Cas12a 5’gRNA
MED13L (pJ343) insert
pTE4398 top+BsmBI
overhang
Cas12a 3’gRNA
MED13L (pJ348) insert
pTE4398 bottom+BsmBI
overhang
Cas12a 3’gRNA
MED13L (pJ348) insert
pTE4398 top+BsmBI
overhang

Construction of DNA replacement template✝✝✝
pJ349

GACAGCAGAGATCCACTTT

pJ350

ATCATAGACAAGATCATTAGCCTGAACCTGAAACATAAAATG

pJ356

GAAAAAGGAAAATGCTTCCATATGTATGTTAAAGAATCTCCCTTGCTAACCATTTTTACTGAAT
GAAGGAATGGCTCCTG
GTGCTTCGATATCGATCGTTTGGGAAAGGACCAACTTGTAATGTTGGTTTGATTGCATGTGATA
ACCCTAAAAGAAAAAGGAAAATGCTTCCA

pJ357
pJ358
pJ359

CTTAACAAATACAGCATTACTTGAGACAAAAGAAATATAATGTTGCATCTATAAAAGAATTTAT
GGGACGGATTTGCTATTTTAC
GTGCTTCGATATCGATCGTTTGGCATATAGAAATTAGCATTAAACTGCCCAGAACACCAAACTG
GACCTTAACAAATACAGCATTAC

pGL3-U6-sgRNA-PGKpuromycin insert, F
pGL3-U6-sgRNA-PGKpuromycin insert, R
WT ex20 Cas9 5’ dRT, F
Step1
WT ex20 Cas9 5’ EnggRNA target dRT, F
Step2
WT ex20 Cas9 3’ dRT, R
Step1
WT ex20 Cas9 3’ EnggRNA target dRT, R
Step2

Genotyping and sequencing
pJ355

GTCTCCTTTCAGACTGATTCCATG

MED13L intron 20-21, R

pJ375

CGATCAGCATACTCACTGCTTCAG

MED13L intron 19-20, F

pJ360

AGCTGCAAGAACTCTTCCTCACG

Puro sequencing, F

pJ361

CAGGAGGCCTTCCATCTGTTGCTG

Puro sequencing, R

SURVEYOR assay
pJ414

TATCAGATGTGTAGGCTTGGGCAG

MED13L exon20, F
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pJ415

AAAAGAAGGGATGGGACGGATTTG

MED13L exon20, R

Genotyping and sequencing
pJ355

GTCTCCTTTCAGACTGATTCCATG

MED13L intron 20-21, R

pJ375

CGATCAGCATACTCACTGCTTCAG

MED13L intron 19-20, F

pJ360

AGCTGCAAGAACTCTTCCTCACG

Puro sequencing, F

pJ361

CAGGAGGCCTTCCATCTGTTGCTG

Puro sequencing, R

✝

Underlined sequence, T7 minimal promoter; sequence highlighted in yellow, gRNA sequence for Cas9 editing; sequence in brown, gRNA
sequence for Cas12a editing; lowercase sequence, complementary sequence for in vitro Cas12a sgRNA production
✝✝

Lowercase italic sequence, restriction site overhang for cloning; sequence highlighted in yellow, gRNA sequence for Cas9 editing;
underlined 6 nucleotides, restriction site used for cloning; sequence in brown, gRNA sequence for Cas12a editing.
✝✝✝

Sequence in salmon, overhang substrate sequence; green underlined sequence, mutated Cas9 PAM site; sequence in blue, engineered
gRNA target sequence for Cas9.

Analysis for Cas9 and Cas12a Activities at Top Off-Target Sites in Mouse and Human Genes
pJ423

gtctcatgacttggcgcactacg (F)

1:-132765721 (Mus)

pJ424

cactctgacaatcaatccatcag (R)

1:-132765721 (Mus)

pJ425

ctgggaattacctgagtgttcag (F)

3:-148520963 (Mus)

pJ426

tgacactctcccaggggattgtg (R)

3:-148520963 (Mus)

pJ427

ggttggttggttggtttctcttg (F)

11:-43355504 (Mus)

pJ428

ttaaactgagacccctgggtaag (R)

11:-43355504 (Mus)

pJ429

cctcaatctcacagttctgactg (F)

16:-20589410 (Mus)

pJ430

catcggaaaccatttaggcctcg (R)

16:-20589410 (Mus)

pJ431

ggaaccctttagggtttctcatg (F)

13:-71671658 (Homo)

pJ432

ctgtgtggagaactgtcagaaag (R)

13:-71671658 (Homo)

pJ433

tgtgcccagcctccatttctttg (F)

12:-7988197 (Homo)

pJ434

gtggtgaatcacaaggtcaggag (R)

12:-7988197 (Homo)

pJ435

taactagagctggagagccccag (F)

X:6803271 (Homo)

pJ436

ttcactactgaggaaatgcgtcg (R)

X:6803271 (Homo)

pJ437

gtcatccaagcaaagcattgctg (F)

3:-146954003 (Homo)

pJ438

gaacactgtgatttcctatggtg (R)

3:-146954003 (Homo)

pJ439

cattcctgagacttgggctcatg (F)

1:-218624574 (Homo)

pJ440

gtcaatgccatggacattctgtg (R)

1:-218624574 (Homo)

pJ441

ccaagaagttgcacctgagactg (F)

3:-84644957 (Homo)

pJ442

ctttgcatgccccacaagtaatg (R)

3:-84644957 (Homo)

pJ443

gcagtgaggatacactgactttg (F)

2:-58799346 (Homo)

pJ444

atggacacagggaagtggatttg (R)

2:-58799346 (Homo)

pJ445

agtgttggaattacaggcatgag (F)

14:49850611 (Homo)

pJ446

agtgctgggattacaggcatgag (R)

14:49850611 (Homo)

pJ447

caagaatttcttccatgccagag (F)

7:39223991 (Homo)

pJ448

acacacaactttctggctggaag (R)

7:39223991 (Homo)

pJ449

ctgtccaccagtgcaggaattag (F)

14:-65672376 (Homo)

pJ450

ataactagctgggcatgatggag (R)

14:-65672376 (Homo)

pJ451

aatcccagatacttgggaggctg (F)

11:-78352455 (Homo)

pJ452

ataggtcacatgcccacctctag (R)

11:-78352455 (Homo)
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pJ453

caactgggccagtacattatcag (F)

4:-42863609 (Homo)

pJ454

cagagctgggattcaaatggttg (R)

4:-42863609 (Homo)

pJ455

tatctcattgagcctcgtaaccg (F)

18:-30807907 (Homo)

pJ456

tgagtcctacgtgtgtggcattg (R)

18:-30807907 (Homo)

pJ457

tggatgttcaacaggaatgagag (F)

8:-89884267 (Homo)

pJ458

aattagccaggcatggtgggatg (R)

8:-89884267 (Homo)

pJ459

gatcacgaagtcaggagatcgag (F)

3:76325187 (Homo)

pJ460

gacatccccaaacattgggaagg (R)

3:76325187 (Homo)

pJ461

tgtggttctctggcattcactgg (F)

5:-120324797 (Homo)

pJ462

atcctactggctcatccatgttg (R)

5:-120324797 (Homo)

pJ463

tcacctatagtatcgctagcctg (F)

11:-92353918 (Homo)

pJ464

agaatgttagcaccaactggcag (R)

11:-92353918 (Homo)

pJ465

cctcagatgcccatgatgatttg (F)

10:-93786308 (Homo)

pJ466

ctgggtgacagagtgagaccttg (R)

10:-93786308 (Homo)

pJ467

gcaacattggccctttattcttg (F)

2:136277042 (Homo)

pJ468

ttcaggggtacatttgcacgatg (R)

2:136277042 (Homo)

pJ469

ccaccaccaccaataaaatggag (F)

9:-9872964 (Homo)

pJ470

tttccaccactgaaagcagagag (R)

9:-9872964 (Homo)

pJ471

ctcaagtgatcctcctgtgtcag (F)

pJ472

agtgagctgagatcgtgcaactg (R)

pJ473

gtagctggaattacaggtgtgtg (F)

pJ474

tcttgcctcagcctcctcagtag (R)

pJ475

gaccaaaaggaaccaagcaagag (F)

pJ476

cagcaggtcaggagaacttttag (R)

pJ477

tgagccatctctacaactgtgtg (F)

12:-7988197 (Homo);
nested
12:-7988197 (Homo);
nested
14:49850611 (Homo);
nested
14:49850611 (Homo);
nested
11:-78352455 (Homo);
nested
11:-78352455 (Homo);
nested
2:137271832 (Mus)

pJ478

actccactgcaacaacaatgcag (R)

2:137271832 (Mus)

pJ479

acccaactcctttggaaagaaag (F)

5:-46669479 (Mus)

pJ480

atctgctctctgagaggaaagag (R)

5:-46669479 (Mus)

pJ481

tcagatcttcaggatctacggcg (F)

2:155606318 (Mus)

pJ482

tgagcagttctacgcagacaatg (R)

2:155606318 (Mus)

pJ483

ctggaataggcacacttcagctg (F)

15:-62212666 (Mus)

pJ484

tattgggactctgggactccaag (R)

15:-62212666 (Mus)

pJ485

acaagctgtgcagaggatctgtg (F)

3:24550915 (Mus)

pJ486

gcaggggacattaggaggttttg (R)

3:24550915 (Mus)

pJ487

agacagtggtatggaatgcctcg (F)

18:-83586478 (Mus)

pJ488

tatctgctctgtctccacaacac (R)

18:-83586478 (Mus)

pJ489

tgtgccattgggaggcgataaag (F)

9:83133782 (Mus)

pJ490

atatgggctctagggctagccag (R)

9:83133782 (Mus)

pj491

aaccaggctataagcttggattg (F)

12:90500745 (Mus)

pJ492

tgtgctcactagctttggagaag (R)

12:90500745 (Mus)

pJ493

ttcagtttccgattcacacgcag (F)

11:-95539357 (Mus)
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pJ494

agggtccctgaggtttttacaag (R)

11:-95539357 (Mus)

pJ495

agtgccaatggcaaggaagaaag (F)

7:133085350 (Mus)

pJ496

tttgggtgtggtgactcatgttg (R)

7:133085350 (Mus)

pJ497

tggactggagaatgatcactgag (F)

15:74835570 (Mus)

pJ498

ccacgtggagacacaagagaaag (R)

15:74835570 (Mus)

pJ499

gccttagtcctgtgacacctcag (F)

8:10566287 (Mus)

pJ500

cttacaacaccagctgactgttg (R)

8:10566287 (Mus)

pJ501

cataggagagcaagaccccacag (F)

15:74040193 (Mus)

pJ502

tgccagaaaactgcaccatgtag (R)

15:74040193 (Mus)

pJ503

agcctaaagctaccagaaaccag (F)

2:-146517125 (Mus)

pJ504

catggcagatgtttctggcaagg (R)

2:-146517125 (Mus)

pJ505

cccagacttcagaagaagagcag (F)

X:38316846 (Mus)

pJ506

gtgtgtgtttgctgaggtgtcag (R)

X:38316846 (Mus)

pJ507

gaagtcttcctgtatcccctctg (F)

16:-88541662 (Mus)

pJ508

catactgctacttctaggtcgag (R)

16:-88541662 (Mus)

pJ509

gtactgagaagttagtcattcag (F)

17:-54841258 (Mus)

pJ510

caaagcatttcctttccccagag (R)

17:-54841258 (Mus)

pJ511

atgtgtattgtgtacaaggctgg (F)

6:94168209 (Mus)

pJ512

gtggtgtgcttttaattccagcg (R)

6:94168209 (Mus)

pJ513

aagaatagggatctgggagcgtg (F)

7:3411319 (Mus)

pJ514

ttcctgaaaccctcgacaatcag (R)

7:3411319 (Mus)

pJ515

gcttcaagtgagctaccaaaagg (F)

8:93120381 (Mus)

pJ516

tcatgggctgatgacccagtaag (R)

8:93120381 (Mus)

pJ517

cttccgcagtgtattcatgatag (F)

1:27826884 (Mus)

pJ518

ctaagagatgggttttaccacag (R)

1:27826884 (Mus)

pJ519

ttcagcagctctttctgccatag (F)

3:26672907 (Mus)

pJ520

gtgtggaaaggcctatcctactg (R)

3:26672907 (Mus)

pJ521

cctcgaactcagaaatccacctg (F)

5:73643088 (Mus)

pJ522

aatccccttctctaaagtaacag (R)

5:73643088 (Mus)

pJ523

aagcagaagcaatcatctccctg (F)

19:48078110 (Mus)

pJ524

ggtccctggggcttattggtcag (R)

19:48078110 (Mus)

pJ528

tttcttggcactctcccaaaagg (F)

pJ529

ggatacaggcaaaccagaagcag (R)

pJ532

tggtgccatttatggaatgtcag (F)

8:-89884267 (Homo);
nested
8:-89884267 (Homo);
nested
16:-28110860 (Homo)

pJ533

cggaaaggagaccattacacgtg (R)

16:-28110860 (Homo)

pJ534

ggaacagagatgtagcaagactg (F)

7:107394932 (Homo)

pJ535

cctttccccgtctttttaatgtg (R)

7:107394932 (Homo)
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